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From the president
Newsbits
Sportsbits
Out of Africa By Eric Smith

They're not often in the spotlight, but these two Tiger basketball
players have equally compelling stories.

Scholarly endeavors

By Cabrielle Maxey

Two U of M professors tackle weighty problems in far-off lands
as part of a prestigious national scholar program.

Strokes of genius By Jamie Peters

A U of M filmmaker is sheading new light on one of the greatest
American painters of the 19th century.

A watchful eye BymairDM

U.S. Rep. Marsha Blackburn focuses on matters important to the
University of Memphis and the Mid-South.
Above: Students working and relaxing
in the quiet of the Fogelman Building.
Photograph by Lindsey Lissau.
On the cover: A major earthquake on the
New Madrid Fault could be catastrophic
for not only Memphis but the entire
Mid-South. See story on page 20.
Illustration by A. Christopher Drown.

Getting CERIous about
quakes By Eric Smith
Is the so-called big earthquake predicted for the Mid-South fact
or fiction? Researchers at the U of M answer that question.

Polluted promises
U of M anthropologist Melissa Checker takes to the front lines in
the battle against environmental racism.

The Columns Alumni Review
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The University of Memphis is a doctoral degreegranting urban research university committed
to excellence in undergraduate, graduate and
professional education; in the discovery and
dissemination of knowledge; in service tothe
metropolitan community, state and nation; and in
the preparation of a diverse student population for
successful careers and meaningful participation in
a global society. The University of Memphis remains
committed to the education of a non-racially
identifiable student body and promotes diversity
and access without regard to race, gender, religion,
national origin, age, disability or veteran status.
The University of Memphis is one of 45 institutions
in the Tennessee Board of Regents system, the sixth
largest system of higher education in the nation.
TBR is the governing board for this system, which
comprises six universities, 13 two-year colleges and
26 area technology centers. The TBR system enrolls
more than 80 percent of all Tennessee students
attending public institutions of higher education.
The University of Memphis' name, seal, logos and
Tigers are registered marks of the University of
Memphis and use in any manner is prohibited
unless prior written approval is obtained from the
University of Memphis. The University of Memphis
Magazine (USPS-662-550) is published quarterly by
the Marketing and Communications Office of the
University of Memphis, 303 Administration Building,
Memphis, TN 38152-3370. Periodical Postage paid at
Memphis, TN 38152.

The word momentum has a great deal of significance for us at the University
of Memphis. Why? We have long been recognized as an excellent regiona
research institution, but our vision for 2012, the U of M's 100th anniversary, is
to become one of America's great metropolitan research universities.
We are making huge strides and gaining momentum toward that goal with
a national reputation through the FedEx Institute of Technology and the Center
for Earthquake Research and Information (CERI), and with exciting research
initiatives by our faculty. We also recently appointed two FedEx Institute CEOs in
Residence, Scott Messmore and Barney DuBois. Scott is president and CEO of
Memphis Business Interiors. Barney is a co-founder of the Memphis Business
Journal and the Nashville Business Journal. Both are using their invaluable
connections to the business community to enhance the cutting-edge research
at the Institute, thus shedding more positive light on the University. At CERI, the
timely research being performed in regard to natural disaster preparedness is
capturing national media attention while exposing the University's multitude of
research capabilities.
As our faculty competes at the highest levels, our national reputation is
also being enhanced. Drs. Jane Henrici and Erin Martz were recently named
Fulbright Scholars, prestigious and very competitive international research
awards that are selected on the basis of academic or professional achievement
and extraordinary leadership potential. Along with anthropologist Melissa
Checker, who is working to solve problems in poor areas of the South, our
researchers are making the world a better place to live in by addressing realworld problems.
The 100th anniversary of the University of Memphis will be a historic
moment. To prepare for this milestone in 2012, we have adopted aggressive
goals, which concentrate on student success as the apex of our pyramid.
We chronicle student and alumni success stories as regular features in The
University of Memphis Magazine. If you would like to nominate one of our
successful alums for the Distinguished Alumni Awards, or if you have an
exciting story about a graduate, please contact our editor, Greg Russell, at

Taking residence at FedEx Institute of Technology
Barney DuBois' name is synonymous

The new CEO

with excellence in journalism; Scott Messmore is often lauded for his innovative

included in

program allows

Memphis

ideas in the business world. Together, the

distinguished

first two CEOs in Residence at the FedEx

business leaders

Institute of Technology heighten the sense

to share practical

that administrators at the U ofM are dead

knowledge with

serious about turning the facility into the

Barney DuBois

top research facility in the region. DuBois

students and

cultivating a personal project utilizing the

FedEx Institute into the business community.

unique resources available at the Institute.
DuBois' Memphis career began in 1966

gained during four decades in business and

with The Commercial Appeal, where

in the practice of journalism will enable him

he served for five years as reporter and

to provide invaluable connections to the

assistant city editor. From 1972 to 1979 he

business community for the FedEx Institute

was assistant city editor for the Memphis

and for the University as a whole," said U of

Press-Scimitar.He is best known as being

M President Shirley Raines.
Of Messmore, Institute director Craig
Grossman said, "His creative thinking,

Magazine's top
100 "movers and
shakers."
Messmore,
Scott Messmore

researchers while

and Messmore will assist in integrating the

"The experience Barney DuBois has

He has been

in Residence

already a longtime
adviser to the

Institute, is president and CEO of MBI.
"In addition to developing a significant
project, I'm looking forward to creatingties
between industry leaders and the Institute
executive team," Messmore said. "I'm also
honored to serve as a mentor to academic
leaders and students.
'This program is beneficial not only to the

co-founder and publisher of the Memphis

Institute and the CEO, but to the commu

Business Journal.

nity at large. This is an opportunity for CEOs

"Barney's leadership in crafting media

like myself to cultivate and pilot an idea or

dedication to bettering the community and

and development plans to grow the Insti

passion for learning make him a perfect

project, which could have a lasting posi

tute will be strategic," said Grossman.

tive impact on our scientific, technological,

candidate for this residence program."

DuBois has been active in civic affairs,
serving as president of the Memphis Rotary
Club, the Economics Club of Memphis and

business and social world. The Institute's
role is to be the catalyst for that level of
innovation."

the Memphis Minority Business Council.

Inn keeping with tradition
The Holiday Inn at the University of Memphis has been presented the Intercontinental
Hotels Group 2005 Torchbearer Award as one of the best Holiday Inn hotels for achieving
the highest levels of excellence in all aspects of operational and customer satisfaction.

grussll@memphis.edu.

For the third year in a row the Holiday Inn at the U of M has been recognized as a top

While 2012 and our 100th anniversary seem to be far in the future, we kno
the accomplishments of today will lead to recognition in our future.

performer. The hotel won the Newcomer of the Year Award in 2003 and the Torchbearer
Award in 2004.

Sincerely,

The Holiday Inn at the U of M is one of only 14 out of 1,200 hotels to receive the
Torchbearer Award. The hotel was honored during Intercontinental Hotels Group Americas Investors and Leadership Conference in Las Vegas.
"It's a pleasure to name, for the third time, the Holiday Inn-University of Memphis as one of the finest hotels in our industry," said Intercon

POSTMASTER; Send address changes to Alumni &
Development Office, The University of Memphis,
120 Alumni Center, Memphis, TN 38152-3760.

tinental Hotels Group president Steve Porter.
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A real honor

Journalistically speaking
When Blair Dedrick got her first job as a sports reporter for a local newspaper, she had

it has been in almost 20 years, and more than 10 percent of them

acknowledged the senior journalism major's excellence in journalism by naming her as

are in the University's Honors program. More upperdassmen are

one of their Top Ten Student Journalists in the United States. The honor also includes a

also eligible for the Honors Program this year, and more students

$10,000 scholarship for the 2005-2006 school year.

are transferring to the U of M from other colleges.

"I was speechless when I found out," said Dedrick, who has spent the past four months
E;

""

Marsha Blackburn during a prestigious internship
in Washington, D.C.

Freshman enrollment at the University of Memphis is higher than

no idea she had discovered her calling. Last summer, the Scripps Howard Foundation

m

Washing, ^ on a Saws Howard internshipinterviewing the DalaiLama and

QUS members 0f
an

Vari-

Those statistics from the University's Office of Institutional
Research highlight the 2005-06 academic year.
For the second consecutive year, first-time freshman enrollment at

congress, among other assignments,

the University is above 2,000 students, the best showing in that key

bonor to even be nominated," she said.

Universities from across the nation each nominated one student to compete for the awards. Ten students were chosen.
Dedrick started her journalism career in high school where her first job was a two-year stint as a sports reporter at The Bartlett Express and
its sister paper, The Cordova Beacon, weekly newspapers based in Bartlett, Tenn. At the University of Memphis, she has worked at The Dcly

enrollment category since 1988. The actual figure for fall 2005 is
2,074, compared to 2,062 last year.
Transfer student enrollment at the University is 1,478 this fall
compared to 1,404 last year.

Helmsman and also spent a year as an intern for The University of Memphis Magazine.
Last year Dedrick traveled to Mainz, Germany, to participate in a study abroad exchange at Johannes Gutenberg University.
Dedrick will graduate in May with a BA in journalism. (An article Dedrick wrote appears on p. 18.)

U of M lends a helping hand

Enrollment in the U of M Honors Program has also increased.
This year 993 students met those criteria, up from 932 last year. Of

and a high school grade point average of 3.5 out of a perfect 4.0. A

the freshmen students, more than 10 percent of this year's class

student transferring to the U of M from another college must have

enrolled in the Honors Program.

a GPA of 3.0 (freshmen and sophomores) or 3.25 (upper-division

"One of our goals was to have 10 percent of the freshman class
be honor students, and we have met that goal," said Dr. Shirley
Raines, president of the U of M.

graduate enrolling at the U of M must have an ACT score of 27

site of a Louisiana license plate would bring both joy and a tear to

students) to claim that distinction.
Doctoral student enrollment also rose this fall to 806 students
seeking that degree compared to 781 last year.

To be considered for the U of M Honors Program, a high school

Matthew Moynan never thought he would see the day when the

Proof that the U of M is on the right track:freshman enrollment at the
University is the highest it has been in 20 years, and of those freshmen,
10 percent enrolled in the Honors Program,a goal set by President
Shirley Raines.

Total enrollment in fall was 20,465, down less than one percent
from last year's 20,688.

his eye. Then Hurricane Katrina came along and changed lives of
Gulf Coast residents forever.

Longtime nursing dean vacates spot

"When I saw that Louisiana license plate, it really touched me,"
said Moynan, a University of New Orleans student who transferred
to Memphis after the hurricane. "I thought to myself, 'I have a friend.
I am not alone in this.'"

Dr. Lillian A. (Toni) Bargagliotti, longtime dean of the Loewenberg School of Nursing at the University

As floodwaters poured into the Big Easy, Moynan fled to Hous
Dr. Karen Weddle-West, assistant viceprovost for Graduate Studies, and Jar
Brownlee, coordinator of Graduate Systems, helped with the clothes drive

of Memphis, has stepped down from that post to become president of the National League for Nursing.

the devastation became apparent, Moynan, whose home was dam

tuition waiver to students who had already paid fees at their previ

role as a tenured professor. Dr. Marjorie F. Luttrell, who has been with the School of Nursing since 1988,

aged by floodwaters, moved to Memphis to live with his girlfriend's

ous university, to the evacuees. Some 277 students took advantage

parents.

of the offering and enrolled at the U of M.

ton where he worked as a Red Cross volunteer at the Astrodome,
handing out toys and clothes to evacuees. When the magnitude of

It was when Moynan came to campus to register that he saw an

universities weren't as accommodating," said Allison Thompson, a

in him. "They even had used shoe polish to write 'Viva New Orleans'

displaced student from Dillard University in New Orleans.
Other initiatives included a clothes drive by the U of M Graduate

license plate, I get excited -1think that maybe the person might be

Student Association. According to Joe Jackson Frazer Jr., who led tr

from my hometown."

GSA's drive, some students came to Memphis with just the clothe

To make life easier for Moynan and other displaced students, the
U of M offered generous education assistance packages, including a

has been appointed interim dean.
Bargagliotti has led the U of M's nursingprogram since 1992. During that time it has grown significantly
and has become recognized as one of the premier nursing schools in the nation.

"Words can't describe the gratitude we have for the Uof M. Othv

old blue Mercedes with Louisiana tags that stirred strong emotions

on their back windshield," he said. "Now, whenever I see a Louisiana

Bargagliotti will be on leave of absence from the University during her NLN presidency, but will retain her

on their backs. "They needed clothes for cold weather, clothes for

Dr. Lillian A. Bargagliotti

"We thank Dr. Bargagliotti for her efforts on behalf of the Loewenberg School of Nursing" said Dr. Ralph
Faudree, U of M provost. "Under her leadership, the school's enrollment has more than doubled, a mas-

ter's degree program in nursing Ilas been established and graduates of the baccalaureate program have consistently far exceeded pass rates
of other schools of nursing in the state. The most recent graduating class had a pass rate of 100 percent on the nursing certification exam."
The National League for Nursii ig based in New York City, has 16,443 members. Among its goals are advancing excellence and innovation
in nursing education.

interviews, so we wanted to help them out."
THE UNIVERSITY OF M EM F
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Soccer pipeline flows from Alaska to Memphis
No one would call Alaska a soccer hotbed, but University of Mem
phis women's coach Brooks Monaghan has discovered not one, but
a pair of talented players from our northernmost state.
Monaghan landed his second Alaska recruit in as many years last
fall when freshman Kate Murphy joined sophomore Halley Jo
Sullivan on the Tigers roster.
Though Murphy and Sullivan, who both hail from Anchorage,
started for the Tigers this season, the perception still prevails that
Alaska produces standout athletes in winter and indoor sports only.
So when Monaghan tells people he has two Alaskans on the squad,
he often is met with raised eyebrows and confused looks.
'You just don't think of soccer in Alaska," Monaghan said.
Murphy and Sullivan have experienced that misconception first
hand. Ever since arriving in the South, each has been bombarded

with questions about Alaska — namely, does the snow ever melt
and is there enough daylight to even play soccer outdoors?
"You have to be like, 'No, ifs just a normal place like everywhere
else, just a little bit colder in the winter,"' Sullivan said. You have to
put all the stereotypes to rest."
As for stereotypes about life in the South — specifically the swel
tering summers — Murphy soon realized when she arrived here in
early August and began practicing that they were no myth.
"I've been in the South before because I have family in Louisiana,
but I haven't trained in it," Murphy said. "It was intense."
Murphy and Sullivan spent their youth playing outdoor soccer in

Lasting impressions
After University of Southern California's

M athletic media relations director Jennifer

Reggie Bush won the Heisman Trophy Dec.

Rodrigues described Williams best when

10, DeAngelo Williams didn't seem overly

she said, "He is so genuine that sometimes

disappointed about not winning the award.

it comes off as being fake. But it isn't fake

"I want the Heisman for the fans -it really

- what you see is what he is."

isn't the most important thing for me," the
charismatic Williams has said all along.
Should we be surprised? Ever since

Williams leaves the U of M as one of the
most important Tiger athletes ever - put
him in the same league as Penny Hard-

coming to the U of M, Williams hasn't been

away, Larry Finch and Keith Lee. Williams

so much about winning awards, but more

was named to several first-team All-America

about winning football games and finding

squads, including the Walter Camp list.

the mild Anchorage summers. Here, most practices and matches

ways to bring his teammates into the spot

Along the way he set the career record for

take place in the scorching heat that often lasts until late in the

light. How many times has he shown up for

NCAA all-purpose yards, and going into last

season. Nothing was as brutal as training camp, when temperatures

media interviews with offensive linemen?

month's Motor City Bowl, his 5,788 career

reached 100 degrees and the humidity hit 99 percent.

And after a photo shoot that would put

rushing yards ranked him fourth on the all-

Williams on the cover of The University of

time NCAA rushing list, ahead of notables

Memphis Magazine (incidentally the mag

such as Herschel Walker and Barry Sanders

azine's most popular issue ever), not only

and only behind Tony Dorsett, Ricky

"There were some practices where you'd be sweating before you
even stepped foot on the pitch," Sullivan said.
As if a pair of Alaskans on the Memphis roster wasn't strange
enough, Monaghan also has three Canadians, adding to the team's

did he stick around to help break down

northern flair and cultural diversity. This year, Memphis has represen

equipment used in the shoot, he also spent

tatives from 10 different states and five different countries, including

20 minutes lobbyingbehind closed doors

Williams will graduate later this year,

a duo from England.

that not he, but his offensive linemen, be

another reason why Tiger fans should

Williams and Ron Dayne.
Barring any unforeseen circumstances,

placed on the cover. "Can you do that for

be proud of the 5-10, 217-pounder who

hopes of tapping markets other schools may have overlooked.

me," sincerely asked Williams. "It would

helped revive an ailing football program.

Monaghan found that to be true when he discovered Sullivan in

mean so much to them." But possibly U of

Coaches often recruit multiple players from the same place in

2004 followed by Murphy the next season.
"Both of them have done really well," Monaghan said. "I think
we'll continue (recruiting from Alaska)."
Meanwhile, Memphis continued to make strides this season
by notching its best record (12-7-0) in the program's history and

first round. The Tigers also broke the school record for most goals
and points in a season. They ended the year with 50 goals and 152
points, breaking the old records of 47 and 147, both of which were
set in 1996.

- by Eric Smith

THE UNIVERSITY OF M E M P H I S

# Sophomore Keven Fortin-Simard
of the U of M's men's golf team was
named a C-USA Golfer of the Week
in fall after he captured the Memphis
Intercollegiate tournament in leading the
Tigers to their first tournament victory of
the season. Fortin-Simard, who finished
in fifth place in the stroke portion
of the U.S. Amateur championships
last summer, added the Memphis
Intercollegiate title to the Radrick Farms
Intercollegiate he won last season.
He equaled his career low round by
shooting a five-under 67 in the second
round of the event and finished the
tournament at eight-under 208 (69-6772). The first place finish was FortinSimard's sixth top 10 finish of his career
and the fourth top five finish.
Or The U of M's Lady Tiger softball
team posted a 3-1 mark in fall exhibition
action in a tournament hosted by the
University of Tennessee. The Lady Tigers
only loss was to UT, a participant in last
year's College World Series. Head Coach
Windy Thees' team, the first ever
softball squad at the U of M, will kickoff
its inaugural regular season schedule by
participating in the Louisiana-Lafayette
tournament Feb. 11.

earning its highest conference tournament seed before losing in the

Kate Murphy (left) and Halley Jo Sullivan

Briefs
'i* Junior Daniele Riendeau led the
U of M's women's cross country team
to its best finish ever with a sixth place
individual finish in the C-USA cross
country championships in Orlando in
October. The Ottawa, Canada, native
ran a personal 5K best of 17:30 to
lead the team to a sixth place finish
out of 11 teams. Freshman Emily
Malinoski was the second Lady Tiger
finisher, placing 16th in a time of 18:12.
Conference newcomer Rice University
won the overall team title. Under the
tutelage of third-year distance coach
Jonas Holdeman, the Lady Tiger team
has steadily climbed in the conference
standings.

DeAngelo, seated in the car that became the center piece of the Heisman campaign, with his
offensive linemen, dubbed the Pit Crew.
WINTER 2006

For the latest in Tiger
and Lady Tiger sports, visit
http://gotigersgo.collegesports.com
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Memphis basketball players

A 'Simplice' kind of man

on the University of Memphis

won't be told quite as often,

He's the one people usually

men's basketball team, and

simply because this support

call "Simp." He's the one with

this year is no different.

ing duo won't get as much

a smile big enough to match

Great stories always abound

There's the story of a

playing time on the floor — or

his 6-10 frame and gregari

program trying to shed past

as much face time on TV

ous personality. He's the one

disappointments and achieve

— as the team's leading cast

who graduated last August

postseason glory. The story of

mates.

than one might suspect. When
people kid Njoya, 24, about
what they perceive is a back
water locale — maybe asking
if Yaounde is big enough to
even have an airport — he
kids them right back.

he, too, was just a child when
he left.
"It was a really challenging
childhood because I was the
oldest in my family," Njoya
says. "From an early age I had
to take care of my sisters, my

considering that seven years

his early teens. During his

"United States is a great

ago he knew nothing more

senior year of high school

country. It's a land of opportu

than a few phrases like "How

Njoya signed with Duquesne

nity," Njoya says. "The whole

ya doing?" and "Thank you."

University in Pittsburgh. After

world knows about it, even my

two seasons at Duquesne he

granddad, my dad. The dream

sought a change, and through

was that my dad wanted to

the help of former Tiger bas

give his son an opportunity for

"That's all," Njoya recalls.
"Just really basic."
Njoya's schooling helped

cousins. I mean you're talk

him move quickly past the

ketball player Modibo Diarra,

a great education."

but stayed in school to earn

"Believe it or not, when

ing about an African family

basics. He spent a year in

another African transplant,

— it's big. Everybody is your
cousin. Everybody is your
sister. From an early age I had

Miami before moving to New

Njoya discovered Memphis.

father's dream. He's already

York and graduating from The

Here, he believes he's flour

earned a bachelor's degree

Masters School. He has since

ished under John Calipari, a

in international business,

grown so comfortable with

coach known for preparing

and when he decided to take

English he'll use it unknow

collegiate players for success

advantage of another year of

Njoya met and exceeded his

another college degree and

I was in high school [in the

transform talent into a title.

Almamy Thiero have stories

enjoy another basketball sea

U.S.], some of my friends

And numerous stories of star

as rich and compelling as

son. He's the one who jokingly

asked me, 'Do you guys got

players trying to shine in the

anyone who suits up in Tiger

offers to conduct an interview

airport?"' Njoya says. "I got a

in French, one of the three

joke for them. I say, 'No, the

languages he speaks along

airplane land on the tree.'"

to learn how to take care of all
of them."

In 1999 Njoya departed

When Njoya came to the

ingly when he's supposed to
be speaking French — even

at the next level.
Njoya certainly came to

athletic eligibility he began

United States, he had to learn
to take care of himself, some

with his own mother.

America to learn in the gym,

economics. But for all the

but mostly he came here to

impressive schooling he'll

a high-profile coach trying to

national spotlight.
All season long those

But Simplice Njoya and

blue.
Actually, Njoya and Thiero

household names will grab

share similar stories. Both

with English and a tribal dia

headlines and garner awards.

are seniors. Both are from

lect from his homeland.

Perhaps they'll etch their

Africa. And both have trav

names into Tiger basketball

eled a long, winding road that

(pronounced "sim-PLEECE

lore by leading the city's most

took them far away from their

beloved athletic program back

homes and brought them to

n-VOOT JOY-uh") was born

to the promised land of NCAA

Memphis.

tournament success.
No matter what happens
this season, the stories of two

Simplice Nvut Njoya

and raised in the capital city
of Yaounde, Cameroon, which

that Yaounde airport for
the United States. Ahead of
him was an American home
filled with bountiful athletic
and academic opportunities.
Behind him was an African

boasts a population of over

home filled with young sib

1.5 million, making it much

lings and other relatives who

larger and more cosmopolitan

depended on him even though

thing he did with aplomb, as

"Mom will ask, 'What you

work on a second degree in

evidenced by his communica

say?'" Njoya says, laughing.

learn in the classroom. So far,

possess when he leaves the U

tion skills. His English isn't

"I don't even know anymore."

he hasn't been disappointed,

perfect — he speaks with a

of M, for all the complicated

What Njoya does know is

and neither has the family

exams he will have passed

that as his English improved,

who bid him adieu six years

ally struggles to find the right

by the time he leaves, Njoya

so did his basketball, which

ago.

word — but it's remarkable

admittedly personifies the

he didn't begin playing until

French accent and occasion

name his parents gave him.
According to Njoya, the word

THE UNIVERSITY OF MEMPHIS
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"Simplice," means to "keep

0") has three middle names,

from Diarra, who also is from

of their gigantic bodies are

things simple, cool" — which

and he says his first name

Segou.

inside.

"I had a lot of options, but

They also share a com

has become the very definition

means "pastor in the Muslim

of Njoya himself.

community." Thiero, 22, is

to have somebody close to me,

mon African predecessor

from Segou, Mali, in Western

from the same country, same

at Memphis in Diarra, and

he says, coolly. "I'm really

Africa. Like Njoya, Thiero

town, was a big deal," Thiero

they share a respect for the

simple."

grew up in a crowded house

says. "So I chose to come to

NBA's African pioneers,

Memphis."

like Hakeem Olajuwon and

"I think I'm like that,"

Njoya's short-term goals are
indeed simple — play profes

hold. Unlike Njoya, Thiero is

Life in Memphis for Thiero

the youngest of 10 children.

Dikembe Mutombo.

Thiero's father passed when

isn't bad, but it's not great

They share a passion for

here or overseas. He also

he was young, so his older

either. Not when his wife

basketball, the sport they've

wants to see his family, who

brothers helped take care of

— who plays college bas

come to love, as well as

he hasn't seen in three years.

him by taking on the paternal

ketball in Oklahoma — and

similar athletic roots, since
each of them grew up playing

Cameroon soon, the plan is for

roles.
"[My brothers] teach me

child are far away. Thiero
has a family plan on his cell

Africa's favorite pastime,

some of his family to make the

how to live life, take care of

phone, allowing him to spend

soccer, before converting to

long journey to America and

myself, not get in trouble,"

his free time conversing with

maybe, just maybe, watch him

Thiero says. "I was well-

loved ones, but he often gets

play as a pro somewhere.

protected. If anybody wanted

homesick when he glances

prosperous future, in which

toward all those pictures.

they'll use their U of M

sional basketball, whether

If he doesn't make it back to

"I hope, I hope," Njoya

to fight me, they had to go

beams across his face. "That's

through my brothers."
Nobody would try to fight

one of my dreams."

Thiero now. The once-small

says, as that signature smile

Almam/s anguish
He's the one who misses
his son. You can sense it in
his eyes when he speaks of
him, when he nods toward
the framed pictures of the son
that adorn the walls. He's the
one who also misses his wife,
whose photos hang next to
those of their child. No matter
how much he wants to wrap
his strong arms around his
son, though, he is simply too
far away right now. Thousands
of miles and many time zones
away.
Almamy Thiero (pro
nounced "al-mah-MEE cheer-
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Often seen with a beaming smile on his face, Cameroon native
Simplice Njoya, 24, plans to take his signature smile into the world of
international business after college, something he's been working on
for years. "I knew what I wanted to be before I started school," Njoya
says. "My ultimate goal is to have my own company - we're talking big.'

boy grew into a 6-9, 267pound man with an imposing

Mali native Almamy Thiero, who stands 6-9, was always tall for his age,
but around 15 or 16 he experienced an extremely huge growth spurt,
prompting disbelief from one of his older brothers, who hadn't seen
him in a while. Thiero recalls the brother exclaiming, "No, that can't be
you! You're too tall!" Thiero and his wife - who is 6-3 - believe their
2-year-old son will carry on the family tradition of tallness.

"I have a lot of pictures,"
he says. "A picture can't
replace the real feeling."
He knows there is no

each call home — the African
continent — without regard

He knows he can make great

to the political borders that

strides and do great things with

separate their nations.

in Louisville, later graduating

importantly, would he have

surgeries and needs to be

whom are still in Mali.

from Mount Zion Academy

the knees? Thiero's right knee

strengthened further. He

in Durham, N.C. At first, he

is keeping him off the basket

laments how uncooperative

"I'm the only one here,"
Thiero says.

ball court this season, and his

that knee has been, just as

Thiero's journey to the

he had to speak French with

summer as a defensive line

disappointment and frustra

he laments how much he

United States began in

a bilingual Belgian classmate

man, end or linebacker.

tion with being sidelined is

misses home. Home is where

France. That's where he once

who would translate for him.

apparent. It will be the third
season Thiero has missed. He
sat out 2002-03 and 2003-04

Thiero's heart it, because

traveled with a Malian junior

Over time, Thiero picked up

home is where his family is.

basketball team for a tourna

English, and like Njoya now

The group of Malians living

ment. People he met over

speaks the language well,

Common bond

as a red-shirt. He saw limited

in Memphis who meet once

there saw him play — saw

albeit with a French accent.

Njoya and Thiero share

action last season, averaging
about five minutes per game.

a month is nice, serving as a

his raw ability and natural

Thiero, who also speaks a

more than a parallel journey

sort of surrogate family, and

athleticism — and told him

local dialect from Mali, was

from Africa to Memphis. This

when he cooks Malian dishes

they could help him get to

recruited to Memphis by

school year they share a living

America, which they did. So

former assistant coach Steve

space, a tiny dormitory apart

Thiero left Mali as a teenager

Roccaforte, with some help

ment made tinier when both

that. He plans to try out for
the Tigers football team next

"Whatever Coach (Tommy)
West wants me to play,"
Thiero says. "I'm definitely
going to give it a shot."
Thiero just wants to com
pete. If that happens on the
gridiron rather than on the
hardwood, so be it. Thiero has
the build for football, but he's

Now, while his teammates
run drills, shoot hoops and

he can sort of taste home. But

practice defense, Thiero

it doesn't begin to make up
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didn't speak any English, so

Mostly, though, Simplice
Njoya and Almamy Thiero
share a link to the place they

and began his American life

Thiero and his kin, all of

U of M, he might become just

themselves and their families.

great opportunity he has here.

for the great distance between

knee, which has had three

— and before he leaves the

degrees to make life better for

but he also knows what a

lifts weights. He targets that

he have the knack for it? More

more like a football player

They share the dream of a

substitute for flesh and blood,

never played before, so would

muscular frame. He looks

hoops.

his French degree from the U

"It doesn't matter where you

of M. He knows America is

are in Africa, somehow we got

where dreams are made.

something in common," Njoya

"It was a good choice," he
says.

says. "Almamy's from the
western part of Africa, and I'm
from the central part of Africa,
and when we finally started
living together it was nice.
We just bond and understand
each other. It's just from being
from the same place." £%
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BY GABRIELLE MAXEY

Two U of M professors tackle weighty problems
in far-off lands as part of a prestigious national scholar program.

L

ow-income women sell handicrafts and food items
at markets throughout Peru to earn a bit of money

for their families. Disabled persons struggle to

Henrici received a Fulbright grant to the Pontificia
Universidad Catolica del Peru (Catholic University of Peru) in
Lima, which will serve as her academic base of operations.

navigate poorly designed handicapped routes to get

Henrici will work with graduate students, university colleagues

to Russian subways while nearby, elderly women

and nonprofit organization administrators as she interviews

sell flowers late at night for the equivalent of a dollar a bunch to
supplement their small pensions. This semester, two University
of Memphis professors, Dr. Jane Henrici and Dr. Erin Martz, are

women who are receiving assistance and with those who negotiate
the changes in international trade.
Another goal she hopes to achieve while in Lima, a city of

using prestigious Fulbright Scholar grants to help these strug

almost eight million residents, is to develop contacts for a field

gling populations.

study abroad program to benefit U of M students interested in

Henrici, an assistant professor of anthropology, will study
gender and ethnicity and their connections to poverty and devel
opment in Peru beginning in March. She will be investigating
the response to free trade agreements by local nonprofit trading

Children in rural lower-income areas of Peru spend much of their time performing farm chores such as herding livestock. Fulbright Scholar rec
Jane Henrici, a U of M anthropologist, will spend the spring semester in the South American country studying gender and ethnicity and their ci
tions to poverty and development in Peru. Dr. Erin Martz, also a Fulbright recipient, will conduct research in Russia.

applied urban anthropological research, whether in Lima or
when she began collaborating with Perspektiva and the World

another Peruvian city.
The Fulbright project is a follow up to her earlier research in
Peru and Texas, and is closely related to her research projects

Institute on Disability.

"Having a disability should not preclude anyone from work
as long as they have skills and abilities that can be used on the

"Nowadays, many people in Russian society are struggling

job," Martz says. "Stigma and prejudice often block individuals

organizations that help low-income Peruvian women and their

in Memphis dealing with job training for low-income women and

to make a living," Martz says. "I saw this first-hand when I was

communities with the sale and export of their products.

with effects of the forthcoming 1-69 NAFTA corridor on the local

in Moscow. Women who looked to be 80 years old were selling

with disabilities from getting jobs and providing for themselves."
Martz's other research interests include psychological adapta

community. Along with the Center for Research on Women, she

flowers at 11 p.m. in the subway. I would often talk to them, and

tion to and coping with chronic illness and post-traumatic stress

coordinated the establishment of the North American Research

I learned that many of them grow and sell flowers to supplement

reactions after disability, attitudes toward disability and inter

and Action Network (NARAN) to link researchers and activists

their meager pensions. Given this environment, in which many

national rehabilitation. She is co-editing a book on coping with

with issues of free trade, particularly as it related to gender.

people [even without disabilities] struggle to survive financially,

chronic illness and disability; it will be published in 2007.
Martz taught rehabilitation counseling at the University of

"Peruvian organizations have decades of experience providing
assistance to low-income women and their communities, in part
by selling the women's homemade and handicraft goods through
international export," Henrici says. "Peru has transformed much
of its international trade policy in recent years, and that situa
tion provides an excellent opportunity to learn what effects such
policy change may have on nonprofit organizations and those they
try to aid."
Henrici will live in Lima and visit with organizations in other
regions.
"Peru has a wide range of cultures and sites where organiza

Henrici earned her doctorate at the University of Texas and

individuals with disabilities have difficulty in obtaining a com

completed a postdoctoral research fellowship there. She joined

petitive job. Employers may view an individual with a disability

Missouri for three years before joining the U of M this year.She

as a liability or as not being able to contribute anything in the

earned a bachelor's degree in Russian studies from the University

workplace.

of Arizona, a master's degree in rehabilitation counseling from

the U of M faculty in 2001.
Martz, an assistant professor in the rehabilitation counsel
ing program in the U of M's College of Education, is conducting

"My study is one of the first independent research projects that

California State University-San Bernardino and a doctorate in

research in Saratov, Russia, this semester. She is examining

will collect empirical data on the barriers and accommodations

rehabilitation education and research from the University of

employment barriers and accommodations for disabled individu

that Russians with disabilities have at work. We know the situ

tions work, a number of them with small-scale items that they sell

als in five Russian cities. Martz is working with Perspektiva,

ation is not favorable for individuals with disabilities, but it has

Arkansas.
Recipients of Fulbright awards are selected on the basis of

to survive, and where possible, support their traditional lifestyles.

a disability organization based in Moscow, to collect data and

been slowly improving," Martz says.

academic or professional achievement and extraordinary leader

Almost all of them ship their goods through Lima, so, in addi
tion to being an exciting city, it's a perfect center for mystudy,"
Henrici says.

develop an understanding of the employment situation for the
disabled in Russia. She made her first trip to Russia in 2004,

Knowledge gathered in Russia will be the first step toward
breaking down barriers for the disabled, Martz says.

ship potential in their fields. This academic year, the Fulbright
program is sending some 800 U.S. faculty and professionals
abroad to 140 countries. •Jp,
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Thanks to gifts from Humanities Tennessee, the Scheidt Family
Foundation and philanthropist Dorothy Orgill Kirsch,
a U of M filmmaker is shedding new light on one of the greatest
American painters of the 19th century.

Ross frames a shot of
fog-shrouded Ten Pound
Island in Gloucester
harbor in Maine. Homer
spent two months
living in the area in 1880
during his "crisis" before
leaving for England,
where he would spend
18 months living in the
remote North Sea fishing
village of Cullercoats.

Winslow Homer, the iconic American

illustrator, oil painter and, finally, master

Ross' journey led him straight to

Homer scholar as part of a special func

painter who is most widely known for his

in Connecticut and first envisioned the

being put on the backburner." Ross' films

of watercolor paintings of the sea and

Homer's studio in Maine — both as a

tion the painter's descendants were hold

project. But after Ross began teaching at

evocative watercolors of the sea, spent a

about the South garnered significant rec

lives in bucolic America.

dinner guest and a filmmaker whose

ing. The property had just changed hands

the U of M in 1981, the lure of the rich

ognition. In 2000 Ross received an Emmy

significant part of the last 25 years of his

What Ross, a professor in the

films have aired on public television.

as a result of the family members selling

Southern heritage drew him away from

life painting in a small studio on the cliffs

Award from the Mid-America chapter of

Department of Communication, set out to

"We got permission to shoot in Homer's

the studio and house to the Portland

Homer and toward ideas related to this

of Maine before he died in 1910.

the National Association of Television

detail in the last five years of making the

studio overlooking the ocean in Maine,"

(Maine) Museum of Art. "It really was this

Steven J. Ross, an award-winning

region. "So Homer seemed at that time to

Arts and Sciences for his documentary

documentary film is an artist of prolific

says Ross. "In the dead of winter for four

bittersweet kind of occasion," says Ross.

University of Memphis professor and

be a hard thing to do while you're on the

Oh Freedom After While. The documen

output who had a unique gift of tapping

days I had an actor and hired a historical

"It was sort of a passing the torch of this

filmmaker, has taken his camera into

Mississippi River and have all these other

tary details a roadside demonstration by

into the issues of the time, including

costume consultant to dress and make up

the house and studio that once sheltered

little house and studio on the cliff that

great projects," says Ross.

paintings of African-Americans during

evicted sharecroppers in the Missouri

Homer during his winter seasons of self-

the actor out to be Homer. But you never

imposed solitude that revolved around

the Reconstruction that many critics and
scholars consider the best of their kind.

see his face and he's never doing anything

had been in the family for years."
This property plays a significant role in

of documentary films that have aired on

Bootheel.
Ross boomeranged back to the Homer

Ross' documentary film which, as its title

paints and brushes. Homer, who was born

that involved elaborate dramatization. You

PBS, including Black Diamonds, Blues

project in 1999 at the urging of a Homer

What he discovered were several revela

in 1836 in Boston, reinvented himself

just see him working in these extreme

Society and Solitude suggests, explores

City, which details players in the Negro

scholar. The film, which is basically

tions that debunk several widespread

several times over throughout his career

conditions."

the many different facets of Homer's life.

Baseball League. "All these great topics

completed, has been made possible by the

myths hovering around Homer's legacy.

Ross' own journey to make this film began

that have to do with the Mid-South and

filmmaker's fortitude as well as the gener

more than 20 years ago when he lived

race relations and so Homer just kept

ous help of donors, including nonprofit

as a lithographer, freelance magazine
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This past spring Ross attended a dinner
at the studio and house as the guest of a
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In the meantime, Ross made a number

Wh ...
organization Humanities Tennessee's

this great treasure trove of hidden and

gift of $28,000, significant gifts from the

parallel meaning and incredible vision

Scheidt Family Foundation and the larg
est individual donor, Memphis philan
thropist Dorothy Orgill Kirsch.
Patty Bladon, development director

To shed light on this enigmatic artist,
scholars and went to Gloucester, Mass.,

of the U of M College of Communication

and the Adirondacks to capture the

and Fine Arts, brought Kirsch and Ross

painterly quality of Homer's work. "The

together when she discovered Kirsch's

myth of Homer is this guy who spent the

love for Homer's work. In the mid-1980s

last 25 years in forbidden Maine. But the

Bladon, who was then serving as assistant

first part of his life was a chronicler of the

director for the Brooks Museum of Art in

American scene," says Ross.

Memphis, heard Kirsch give a talk on a

The film explores one area in which

Homer painting for a class as a docent-

scholars have hardly touched on: Homer's

in-training.

love life. Ross interviews one scholar who

This memory sparked Bladon's intro

had found a batch of letters Homer had

duction of Kirsch to Ross. "There's enthu

written to a woman, who appears to have

siasm, intellect and a willingness ready

spurned him.

to offer support," Bladon says of Kirsch.

Sometime in the 1880s, after detailing

"Everything she does is infused with a

the strife of life during Reconstruction

deep passion and commitment when she

through his paintings, Homer moved

is convinced of the Tightness of a project

to Ten Pound Island just offshore of

or purpose."

Gloucester, where he undertook strikingly

Kirsch, a longtime and prominent sup

original work in watercolors. And then he

porter of the Memphis arts scene through

abruptly moved to England and lived in a

her involvement as a patron and past

fishing community for 18 months.

board member of Playhouse on the Square

"This could have been caused by his

and Ballet Memphis, first stumbled upon

relationship with the woman or his work

Homer's paintings a long time ago while

wasn't selling well because he was refus

strolling through a museum.

ing to go along with commercial trends,"

"A number of years ago, in a museum

says Ross. "Part of this crisis could have

in another city, the guard said, 'What

been a political disillusionment. He was

you want to see is downstairs,"' recalls

so tied up to what this country was about

Kirsch. "There was this amazing group of

that any of those reasons could have been

Homer paintings which I absolutely fell

valid and they all were probably valid."

in love with. He's been one of my favorite
artists ever since."
Ross' film, which is shot on film and

Top: Cinematographer Peter Nelson (left) and Ross at The North Woods Club in the Adiron
dack Mountains. This was the site of some of Homer's greatest watercolors. Bottom: Memphis
philanthropist Dorothy Orgill Kirsch helped fund Ross' documentary on painter Winslow Homer.
Humanities Tennessee and the Scheidt Family Foundation were among other donors.

that's at work there."
Ross interviewed many notable Homer

Like any great artist, Homer's lasting
body of work shows an individual working
through his conflicting desires, which

digital video, aspires to peel back the

in this case were a proclivity for isola

surface beauty of Homer's paintings and

tion and the need to observe the outside

explore thematic ideas buried within the

world. Homer's works endures because

elegant compositions and brushwork.

it reaches right into the heart of what

"Because his work is so easily accessible

makes indelible art: an ability to distill

you don't have to look at it like a Pollock

the essence of other lives and natural sur

painting," says Ross. "It's a picture and

roundings through a personal vision of the

because we can accept it like that it's

human condition that is wholly unique. £

easy not to dig further when in fact there's
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Top: Ross and crew interviewing art historian David Tatham on the porch of The North Woods
Club, where Homer painted some of his greatest watercolors. Bottom: Ross utilizes a digital
camera to record sound near Ten Pound Island in Gloucester harbor in Maine during filming
of his documentary on Winslow Homer. Ross also produced the widely acclaimed documentary
Oh Freedom After While, a story of the Missouri sharecropper strike of 1939.

U.S. Rep. Marsha Blackburn's 7th Congressional District
stretches a far mile — all the way from Memphis to Nashville.
But that hasn't stopped her from focusing on matters important
to the University of Memphis and the Mid-South.

watchful
eye

BY BLAIR DEDRICK

federal sales tax deduction provision was attached. Tennesseans
can now deduct local and state sales taxes from their federal
taxes. It was the first bill Blackburn worked on when she arrived
in D.C. in January 2003.
"It is always good when you can put money in the pockets
of Tennesseans and money in the main streets of Tennessee,"
Blackburn says. State sales tax revenues get a boost, too, when
people have more money to spend, she says.

"All of these issues have tremendous impact, not only on the
Blackburn was born in Laurel, Miss., on June 6,1952. In

like Hurricane Katrina and Pakistan's recent earthquake have

college, she was the first woman in the South to manage a divi

renewed talk of another such catastrophic earthquake hitting the

sion of door-to-door booksellers for Southwestern Co., based in

area.

Nashville.
"It really prepared her for politics," says Ryan Loskarn,

"The U of M and the Earthquake Center are not new to

reddish wooden bulldog that signifies her allegiance to her alma
mater, Mississippi State University, glares at a wooden elephant
on top of a cabinet in the office. But Blackburn's degree from
MSU hasn't stopped her from throwing support to the University
of Memphis.
In May Blackburn helped the U of M's Herff College of

this," she says. "They have been working on preparedness and

Blackburn's communications director. "All those doors slammed

addressing the issue on a regular basis."

in her face helped develop a tremendous sense of determination

Blackburn says that the continuing education and adult learn

As an assistant Republican Whip, Blackburn circulates on the

"One of the great things about the U of M is that it focuses so
intently on our community in Memphis, Shelby County and West

House floor serving as a teacher of sorts and educating members

Tennessee," says the two-term congresswoman. "They're doing

on the specifics of the legislation being considered.

things that directly impact the area."

A small-business owner since 1978, Blackburn was appointed
executive director of the Tennessee Film, Entertainment and

On stage, locally and nationally
An ax with the words "Ax the Tax" painted on its side also
hangs in Blackburn's office. Below it is a framed tax-deduction

with programs at Vanderbilt University and the University of

bill, signed into law by President Bush.

Music Commission in 1995. She was elected to the Tennessee
Senate in 1998 and to the U.S. House in 2002.
In keeping with her Tennessee roots, Blackburn has cosponsored bills protecting songwriters from capital gains taxes

The ax is a token of the 2001 Tennessee state income tax fight

applications.
"We've worked to support the research as a component of our

Blackburn led. After the widely unpopular state income tax was

defense policy," Blackburn says. "The war on terrorism requires

dent, Blackburn e-mailed an assistant to spread the word of the

that we seek out new sensor technologies, and we hope that the U

proposed tax, and hundreds of citizens soon swarmed the state

of M can help."

Capitol Building, chanting and honking horns. The tax failed.

and protecting intellectual property rights. She even stores gui
tars so songwriters can play for other members of Congress when

proposed, Blackburn sprang into action. In one memorable inci

In July Blackburn helped secure $5 million for the U of M's

In 2004 the National Taxpayers' Union named Blackburn a

Herff College of Engineering Ground Water Institute to complete

"Taxpayers' Friend," saying she was "one of the strongest sup

a study assessing the area's groundwater supply and quality.The

porters of responsible tax and spending policies."

and Arkansas.

Loskarn says it also honed her communications skills, some
thing not all members of congress have.

educated adults are commodities that enrich the region, she says.

lish a Center for Advanced Sensors. The Center is connected

Memphis aquifer system supports parts of Tennessee, Mississippi

and tenacity."

ing outreach programs the U of M offers are also important. Well-

Engineering receive a five-year, $1.5 million grant to estab

Alabama-Huntsville to develop new imaging devices for military

"It's really an 'A' committee," she says. "We have jurisdiction

7th District, but on the nation," Blackburn says.

quakes struck in the winter of 1811-1812. Natural disasters

opposite wall and Elvis memorabilia hangs above the doorway. A

Commerce Committee during the 108th Congress.
over nearly three-fourths of the legislation."

other things.

Blackburn also has given wholehearted support to the U of

Washington, D.C. An image of the Memphis skyline leans on the

Blackburn has steadily moved up in the congressional ranks,

The committee deals with national energy policy, Medicaid

lies on the New Madrid fault, where a series of large earth

of U.S. Rep. (Tenn.) Marsha Blackburn's Capitol Hill office in

woman says.
as evidenced by her selection to the powerful House Energy and

reform and national telecommunications policy reform, among

M's Center for Earthquake Research and Information. Memphis

A large painting of a flag blowing in the wind hangs on the wall

"I have to say, even though it was a priority for me, I was sur
prised that we were able to get it done so quickly," the congress-

The framed bill is another sign of a Blackburn tax victory.
When the American Jobs Creation Act of 2004 became law, her
THE UNIVERSITY OF MEMPHIS

they visit the Hill.
She is always eager to discuss the University.
"One of the things I can do on a daily basis in Washington and
when I'm traveling is to talk about the U of M," says Blackburn.
Top: U.S. Rep. Marsha Blackburn visits with students from Memphis'
Christian Brothers High School during their trip to Washington last
year. Bottom: Tennessee songwriters talk with Blackburn about issues
important to both the songwriter community and Tennessee in the
representative's office in Washington. Blackburn is founder and co-chair
of the Congressional Songwriters Caucus on Capitol Hill.
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"It's important for our community to spread the word on the good
things being accomplished." £
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Natural disasters can destroy cities and leave death in its path — Hurricane Katrina showed us that.
So what about the so-called big earthquake predicted for the Mid-South, is it fact or fiction?
Researchers at the U of M's Center for Earthquake Research and Information answer that question.

Gary Patterson's phone won't stop
ringing. In his office at the Center for
Earthquake Research and Information
(CERI), Patterson has been fielding calls
from the Chicago Tribune, USA Today,
the St. Louis Post-Dispatch, Lou Dobbs of
CNN and perhaps every television station
and print media outfit in the Mid-South.
After instructing one reporter to send
him an e-mail, Patterson hangs up, smiles
and steps outside his office. To talk in
peace without the disruptions of modern
communications, he seeks the quiet of a
small sitting area inside the rear build
ing of CERI, a complex of four modest
structures on the northeast corner of the
University of Memphis campus.
"It has been busier here than it's ever
been," Patterson says.
Patterson, the education and outreach

struck Pakistan soon after, the residents
of Memphis and Shelby County began
wondering if their region could handle
a natural disaster. With Memphis just
40 miles southeast of the New Madrid
seismic zone (NMSZ), people also began

of an earthquake center at the U of M
seemed farcical.
"I was sure my fellow graduate students
were just playing a big joke on me,"
Johnston says.
The job posting and the Center were

BY ERIC SMITH

a Tennessee Center of Excellence as

Madrid's really big quakes, those measur

scientists began to understand more and

ing above a magnitude 7.0, occur about

more about the New Madrid seismic zone,

every 500 years, and the last time an

the actual devastation of another city

which then was largely unexplored. For

earthquake that big struck the region was

— albeit from a different kind of natu

instance, unlike California earthquakes,

nearly 200 years ago. In fact, during a

ral disaster — to again open the eyes of

which occur as the result of colliding

six-month period in 1811-12 there was a

Memphians and again bring CERI back

plate boundaries, New Madrid earth

sequence of about 1,800 earthquakes in

quakes occur on a stable plate interior.

the NMSZ, including a trio of very large

Hurricane Katrina's destructive path

Why earthquakes happen here is still

quakes, between magnitude 7.3 and 8.0.

hit close to home literally and figuratively.

something of a mystery, but it's something

They were powerful enough to force the

For many in the Mid-South, the images

that CERI tries to unravel each day at its

Mississippi River to run backward briefly

of a chaotic post-hurricane New Orleans

headquarters and in the field. Patterson

and also form Reelfoot Lake in northwest

made them wonder how their hometowns

says CERI, which is funded by the state,

Tennessee.

would fare in an emergency. Suddenly,

the United States Geological Survey and

mitigation and earthquake magnitude,

know there were three of them, and they

vulnerability studies and building codes,

worldwide, some of whom teach earth sci

could happen again."

survival kits and seismic provisions.

ences classes at the University.
"A lot of high-level scientists have

became a founding director of the

basic question about how the earth works

prepare for it.

Tennessee Earthquake Information Center

as a system," Patterson says. "If we can

(TEIC), which was renamed CERI in

figure out the mechanism, that's a huge

journalists and concerned citizens in

1984. According to the organization's

stride.

Web site, TEIC was "chartered in 1977

contribution to earth sciences."
CERI's seismic equipment records

by the Tennessee Legislature to conduct

approximately 200 New Madrid earth

than the U of M's own CERI, which has

research on the causes and consequences

quakes each year, most with a magnitude

spent the past three decades develop

of earthquakes and provide seismic safety
and mitigation information, provide
reports, background information, and

under 3.0, which is too small to be felt.

research on earthquakes and earthquake

per year; one magnitude 4.0 earthquake

hazards for citizens and government

every 1-2 years; one magnitude 5.0

ing into a world-renowned earthquake
research center.
CERI's roots
In the late 1970s, when Dr. Arch

According to Johnston, New Madrid regis
ters about 10 magnitude 3.0 earthquakes

CERI's branches
Many believed the "big one" would hit
Dec. 3,1990. That was the date on which
Dr. Iben Browning predicted a major New

the ground to shake ferociously that
winter day. But Dec. 3 came and went
without incident, and Johnston worries
that Browning's failed prediction caused
long-term damage by making people less
cautious of earthquakes.
"Of all the people that had their earth

earthquake every 20-30 years; and one

quake kits," Johnston asks, "how many do

of phone calls coming his way. In light

magnitude 6.0 earthquake every 80-100

the University of Colorado at Boulder, he

tude 5.0 earthquake that jolted Memphis

years. Magnitude 7.0 and 8.0 earthquakes

you think do now?"

of recent events, dealing with numerous

figured he'd have to get a job somewhere.

in 1976. The earthquake caused damage

media requests and answering myriad

Then he saw an ad posted on a depart

to buildings around the city — and it

are "quite rare," according toJohnston.

questions has become an everyday

ment bulletin board for the director of

caused alarm throughout the region.

occurrence.

a nascent earthquake center at thenMemphis State University. Johnston had

"That's why we have CERI," Johnston
says.

Gulf Coast in August 2005 and sent

graduated from Southwestern at Memphis

From its inception, the Center flour

New Orleans into disarray and disrepair,

(now Rhodes College) in 1967, so he

ished. CERI lured top-notch researchers,

and when a magnitude 7.6 earthquake

knew about the University. But the idea

and six years after opening it became
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Over the past decades, CERI has
constructed a chronology of large New
Madrid quakes, Johnston says. New

WINTER 2006

the threat Memphis faced, they decided

their hot-water heaters and braced for

tus for this legislative act was a magni

by a factor of 10," Johnston says.

appear on nightly newscasts and assess

earthquake kits ready, strapped down

units." According to Johnston, the impe

magnitude unit, you do down in frequency

became inundated with requests to

panicked. Many prepared. They got their

Johnston was finishing his PhD studies at

"Roughly speaking, as you go up one

As the scientists and directors at CERI

Madrid earthquake. Some Memphians

director for CERI, understands the flurry

When Hurricane Katrina struck the

everyone was talking about disaster

really happened," Patterson says. "We

major earthquake and how they could

Because there's no better place to turn

into the national spotlight.

Foundation, has 55 geologists stationed

been attracted here as faculty to address a

So Patterson handles inquiries from

But it took nearly 15 years and

organizations like the National Science

for real, and in October 1978 Johnston

wondering if their region was due for a

"We know that the really big ones have

admits.

At the very least, the now-deceased
Browning's false prediction helped shed
light on the vulnerability shared by
thousands of old structures in Memphis,
which led to the 1992 building code revi
sions that required earthquake-resistant
construction.
"We took advantage of it," Johnston
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tion is a major concern and would cause

Earthquake Survival

the most trouble in an earthquake.

What to do before, during and after an

"We can expect it to be twice as power
ful, to have twice as much punch as the
same magnitude in California," Bodin
says. "This is one thing we are not sure
of, but the evidence we have suggests we
should be prepared for that. It just means

Highest hazard
32-

nearly everyone. Unfortunately, that day

In case of an earthquake ...

2-4

Dr. Paul Bodin freely admits that his

Particular map show the levels of horizontal
Percentage of g (g is the acceleration of a

8"
***" 3**" Peri°d Shaki"8 is exPressed as a

to spark a community-wide discussion of

leaders of local and regional emergency

how Memphis and Shelby County would

earthquake is a one-in-500-year event,

response agencies. Patterson, Johnston

prepare for — and react to — a major

statistically. But statistics don't tell you

and a host of other experts represented

earthquake.

that a Katrina hurricane could happen

the U of M. A few hundred people showed

again tomorrow, so these are long-range

up to hear about, among other issues

in the country, saw what happened with

forecasts, best scientific guesses." Based

pertaining to a natural disaster, the lines

Katrina and asked themselves what is our

of communication during a crisis and the

worst-case natural disaster, the consen

probability of a major earthquake striking

on patterns of recurrence and probability,
Patterson says scientists estimate a 7-10

Madrid earthquake," Johnston says.
So CERI associate director Dr.
Christine Powell and a University hazards

Memphis.

percent chance of a large New Madrid
earthquake in the next 50 years.

What they heard is that an earthquake,

In spite of the earthquake risk, the

even a very large one, can occur anytime.

panel concluded that Memphis had a

"For a reality check, Katrina is a one-

long way to go toward being prepared.

focus group organized a public forum last

in-50-year event, statistically," Patterson

October at the U of Ms Rose Theatre.

Johnston told the crowd that vulnerability

says. "A catastrophic New Madrid

studies areout of date, and that many of
the city's older buildings are at high risk.

"Preparing for the Big Earthquake:
Memphis' Katrina?" brought together
scientists and politicians to discuss
the likelihood of a large New Madrid
quake and how the region might handle
the aftermath. The forum included U.S.
Congressman Harold Ford Jr. and Shelby
County Mayor A C Wharton Jr, as well as
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Wharton said the county is one to five
years away from having a comprehensive
disaster plan. But CERI and the U of M
— including other departments like
earth sciences and criminology — are
working with political leaders to help
the region prepare for this worst-

Obviously, being able to predict earth

take a full minute to get to Memphis,

office, located on the second floor of a

envisions a time when a computerized

CERI building, isn't prepared for an

detection system could send rapid warn

earthquake. After all, a tall shelf filled

ings to fire departments, schools, large

with heavy books hasn't been tied down.
But he uses this oversight to discuss his
grand idea of producing an earthquakepreparation video along the lines of

sus is that it would be a very large New

of shortest member of family.

Patterson says.

ScuHndifferentaU,nited Stat6S are based on current information about the rate at which earthquakes

"When Memphis, just like every city

waves from a New Madrid quake would

quakes would mitigate the disaster for

0-2

fr°m quake SOUrces' Co,ors on this

is long off. So Bodin, who says damaging

to develop effective mitigation plans,"

4-8

machines, office buildings with elevators
— they all could be designed to brace for
the coming shock with a timely signal.
"I think this is something we can do,"

"Extreme Makeover," in which a televi

he says. "These kind of early warning

sion crew would film Bodin getting his

systems are, effectively, predictions, but

office earthquake-ready, replete with

of a different character."

'before' and 'after' footage.
"We would take people through the
steps that they would do to assess what
needs to be fixed," says Bodin, a U of M
geophysics professor.
Bodin and other scientists believe even
a 5.5 magnitude earthquake, if it struck a
nearby place like Marked Tree, Ark., the
southern end of the NMSZ, would have
damaging effects, especially for those who
aren't ready.
"In the context of thinking about
Memphis' Katrina, it doesn't take much to
prepare yourself for a much more moder
ate event," Bodin says. "It really pays
off."
A moderate New Madrid event could
be more damaging than an equally sized
earthquake in California because of liq
uefaction, or ground shaking. Due to this
area's relatively soft sediments, liquefac
WINTER 2006

make plans for reuniting your family.
Know emergency telephone numbers
(doctor, hospital, police, 911, etc)
Anchor heavy objects to walls
(bookcases, wall units, mirrors, cabinets, etc.)
Never place heavy objects over beds, and
keep heavy objects lower than head height

position to support a collaborative effort

16-24

Lowest hazard
shaking that ha ve aTin 1C> d?anrenf heir>

bit more powerful, will radiate a little bit

"The University of Memphis is in a

24-32

8-16

falfing object ^ue to gravity)

that earthquakes are going to be a little
case scenario disaster.

Have an earthquake survival kit on hand.
All family members should know how to
turn off gas, water and electricity.
Plan family emergency procedures, and

Until that happens, preparation is
essential for surviving a major earth
quake. If attendees at that public forum
learned anything, it's that they shouldn't
rely on government to come to their aid,
and that preparation is up to each indi
vidual household. According to Wharton,
"Should we suffer a significant seismic
event, in the first 72 hours or so, our
citizens will be on their own."

Inside, stand in doorway, or crouch under
a desk or table, well away from windows or
glass dividers.
Outside, stand away from buildings, trees,
telephones and electrical lines.
On the road, drive away from under
passes and overpasses; stop in safe area;
stay in vehicle.

AFTER AN EARTHQUAKE
Check for injuries - provide first aid.
Check for safety — check for gas, water,
sewage breaks; check for downed power
lines and shorts; turn off appropriate utilities.
Check for building damage and potential
problems during aftershocks.
Clean up dangerous spills.
Wear shoes.
Turn on the radio and listen for instruc
tions from public safety agencies.
Use telephone for emergencies, only.

CERI filled its Web site (uiww.ceri.
memphis.edu/) with tips on how to pre
pare for and survive an earthquake. And
CERI continues to work with agencies
throughout the region — like FEMA,

cating the local governments and citizens
remains mission critical.
"The benefit of having a good strategy

MLG&W and the Memphis Police

in place and implementing it might not

Department — in preparation for an

be paid off for generations to come,"

earthquake that may or may not happen

Johnston says. "But that doesn't mean it

in our lifetime. But for the researchers at

shouldn't be done." «£

CERI, even if another large quake doesn't
strike in this century, preparing and edu
23
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"It is a small and extremely close-knit place so I got to know
a lot of people," Checker says. "I also got to experience what it
was like to hear toxic release sirens going off every few weeks
and to see the bright green water that sometimes runs through the
neighborhood's ditches."
A scary thought, yes, but one that rings all too real for Hyde
Park and its residents.

U of M anthropologist Melissa Checker takes to the
front lines in the battle against environmental racism

POLLUTED

On a late-October afternoon last fall when Checker was visiting
Hyde Park, she was walking past one of the many ditches that
line the neighborhood.
"There was a color of green [in one of the ditches] that I have
never seen before," says Checker. "The city engineer was walk
ing with me and she seemed horrified. That particular ditch is
across the street from a formerelementary school, which is now a
Head Start program."
Residents of Hyde Park are quick to note that they have

A ditch that flows through Hyde Park often contains water that appears
to "glow," residents of the Augusta, Ga., neighborhood say.

suffered from unusually high occurrences of illnesses and high
mortality rates, whatever the cause. "A lot of kids with strange
illnesses, rashes, cancers at an early age, a ton of asthma cases,"

changes in the community's environs after chemical companies

Checker says.

began locating near the community, which came about just after

Hyde Park rests at the center of what Checker describes as
The azalea-lined fairways that lead to lush putting greens at
Augusta National Golf Course produce a striking image — it
would be hard to imagine a more picturesque landscape, even
in a Pissarro painting. Chances are, you've noticed the grace
ful beauty on television during Masters Week. But less than two
miles away, in a predominately poor, minority neighborhood,
another picture can be painted, but only if your palette contains a
toxic shade of green.

Living next door to factories and industrial sites for years, the
people of Hyde Park attribute record health problems and debili
tating medical conditions to the factories and junkyards that have
disproportionately located near them. I think Hurricane Katrina

an industrial doughnut — factories and rail-yards surround the
small community.
If it hadn't been for some detective work by Hyde Park activ
ists, residents might never have known how polluted their neigh

really did alert people to the fact that race and class inequities

borhood allegedly had become.

continue to exist in our country, and those inequities are life and
death matters."

discovered that the predominately white Virginia Subdivision,

Checker chose to expose the plight of Hyde Park and what she

In 1990 Hyde Park activists drew national attention after they
in close proximity to Hyde Park, had received compensation in
1988 from a chemical company as part of a lawsuit settlement.

World War II when former sharecroppers moved to the area.
"When I visit schools in Hyde Park, I tell the kids that when
I was young, we used to catch tadpoles in the ditches and trade
them," Smith says. "But now I tell them, 'Do not go in the ditches
out here. The ditches are highly polluted. Contaminants can get
in your feet. You have to understand that you have to take care of
yourself.'"
Another noticeable change, Smith says, is the absence of
gardens.
"There used to be corn, tomatoes, okra, beans," says Smith.

The Hyde Park neighborhood of Augusta, Ga., made up of

says is the much larger problem of institutional racism by pen

about 200 African-American families, has long been a battle

ning the book Polluted Promises, which details the community's

Hyde Park residents were never told about the lawsuit, let

ground for what one U of M professor passionately describes as

two-decades-old battle with chemical companies over contami

alone asked to be a part of it. Residents say that smacked of

"environmental racism." She has taken to the front lines to edu

nation issues. She spent 18 months in the Hyde Park neighbor

cate about environmental racism and to push for policy changes.

hood working at the community center, organizing after-school

"Racism?" asks 46-year-old Hyde Park resident Arthur Smith

"People of color bear a disproportionate burden of our nation's

programs and helping out with various neighborhood events to

Jr. "It is very obvious. I think that there was the thought going on

contaminants, likely from nearby industrial sites. For years, a

learn about the area.

that the people of Hyde Park wouldn't stand up for themselves."

plume from an industrial ceramics factory lit the sky at night.

toxic waste," says U of M anthropologist Melissa Checker.

Smith grew up in Hyde Park and says he has seen major
THE UNIVERSITY OF MEMPHIS
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"But then we find out that everything that was coming from the
earth in Hyde Park was poisoned because of contamination in the
soil."
Checker says studies have shown that Hyde Park contains

Many mornings, residents would wake to find their cars covered in
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a fine white dust. But for every study that
showed a link between contaminants and
health problems in Hyde Park, another
study would be inconclusive.
"It is a battle of experts," Checker says.
"Studies are often flawed."
EPA conducted a sampling test that
concluded the soil in Hyde Park was
not contaminated. But Checker says that
because news of the contamination was

Meet the Alumni Association
board of directors

known for several years, new soil had
been imported to cover up the contami

John T. Lawrence (BS '70), presi

Martin Zummach (BA '85, ID '93),

nated soil.

dent, started TCBY Yogurt in Memphis

vice president for finance, is a partner

"Residents always tell me how the EPA

and served on the board for five

problems with the studies," she says.
Though the lawsuit filed by residents

in the law firm of SparkmanZummach. He concentrates his prac-

the Aiumni Association for 15 years

you can see that there are all kinds of

remains unresolved, Hyde Park activ

f i%

in 1982. He has been a member of

testers just tested the imported soil, so

•

years. Lawrence also has served on

,

tice in the areas of civil and criminal
litigation. Zummach has been an

the board of the Fogelman College

assistant Shelby County attorney. He

ists have had small victories. During the

of Business & Economics'aiumni chapter. He lives in

is a former Army officer who served during the Persian

1993 Masters Golf Tournament, they led

Cordova.

Gulf War and was deployed with the 18th Airborne Corps
to Egypt and Turkey. Zummach lives in Germantown.

peaceful protests that captured national
attention. Recently, federal money was set

Mark Long (BSEE '85), vice

aside to clean up the former scrap metal

president for membership, is owner

yard in Hyde Park.

of Holliday's Flowers Inc. in Ger-

There is much left to be done, Checker

Dawn Graeter (BBA'86), past
president, has more than 20 years of
„ !experience in management and bank-

mantown. He is an active supporter

says, in Hyde Park and on a national

of Tiger athletics and a member of

scale.

the Highland Hundred. He lives in

"Environmental racism is widespread

ing. Since 1998 she has been senior
I

vice president and controller of West
Tennessee Bancshares Inc. Previously

in our country — it even exists in

she had been accounting supervi

Memphis," Checker says. "A lot of people
aren't even aware of it. We've come a long

Rick Boals (BA '72), vice president

sor for the Bank of Bartlett. Graeter has a long history of

for communication, is a senior bank

involvement with the U of M. She has been a member

but in terms of institutional structures, we

strategist for Bancintelligence. He is a

of the Alumni Association's board of directors since 2000

have a long way to go. Definitely the hur

member of the Alumni Association's

and served as treasurer and president. Among the events

ricane showed us that."

Golf Committee. Boals lives ir

she coordinated for the Association were Spring Fling and

way in terms of personal race relations,

the Homecoming Golf Classic. Graeter lives in Cordova.

(Checker's book, Polluted Promises, is
Top: Residents of the Hyde Park community in Augusta say that nearby chemical companies
have grossly polluted their neighborhood, including nearby streams and soil. Bottom: U of M
anthropologist Melissa Checker (standing, center) visits with residents of Hyde Park. Community
members credit Checker with helping to organize after-school programs for their children.

available at Burke's Bookstore in Midtown

Rob Evans (MBA '97), vice presi

Memphis and at the U of M's bookstore. All

dent for programs and events, is

proceeds are donated to the Hyde Park/
Aragon Park Improvement Committee.)

I
• t

Each officer is an Alumni Association Life Member.

a software sales manager for IBM.
Evans has been with IBM since
1997. He has served on the Alumni
Association's board of directors and
was president of Fogelman College

of Business & Economics alumni chapter. Evans lives in
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It's a dog's life for Humane Society director
Ginger Morgan leads a dog's life - but

Arts & Sciences honors alumni, friend

job. "I had the lease for one day before

The College of Arts & Sciences hon

they called me," Morgan says. "I thought

ored three individuals at its ninth annual

spring as executive director of the Mem

'Could the timing be any worse?" She

Alumni Awards Dinner this fall. The college

phis Shelby County Humane Society, she

turned over day-to-day operation of the

recognized Dr. Robert E. Sweeney and Anita

combines her experience in marketing and

store to others, but maintains ownership.

Vaughn as its Outstanding Alumni; Gene

advertising with a background in animal

Morgan goes in on some Saturdays with

Cashman was named Outstanding Friend.

advocacy.

Pete, who has been known to greet cus

she doesn't seem to mind. Named last

Morgan (BA '83) is a former traffic man

Sweeney (MBA '82, MS '97) is presi

tomers wearing a pair of doggy sunglasses.

dent and CEO of Challenger Corporation,

"It's a great marketing tool," his owner says.

a Memphis-based company established in

Malmo and Conaway Brown. She began

ager for advertising agencies like Archer

Morgan is presiding over the Humane

1991. Challenger is the creator of the larg

volunteering with the Humane Society in

Society at an exciting time. The organization

est library of electronic physician education

1990 and became more active by 1998.

broke ground in November on a new facility

materials in the world. The company's Med-

She received the Society's Volunteer of the

located on four acres in Shelby Farms. The

Challenger programmed learning series

move should allow the Society to increase

has become the best-selling electronic test

the number of pet adoptions and expand

preparation product in the specialties of

its programs. The new facility will be 11

emergency medicine and family practice.

of dogs and two cats. During a recent inter

times as large with 22,000 sq. ft., provid

Challenger is developing similar products in

view, Morgan shared her office with Annie,

ing room for about 100 dogs and 80 cats.

internal medicine, pediatrics and obstetrics/

a German shepherd undergoing heartworm

"We'll be able to take more of the injured

gynecology.

Year award and helped with the annual Trot
for Spot fund-raiser.
Morgan lives in Midtown with her family

treatment. "We didn't have an isolation ken

Ginger and Pete

nel big enough for her," Morgan explains.
Located on Central Avenue, the Humane

Society as a pet-assisted therapy dog.

Society has about 2,000 sq. ft. with capac

Pete, her rottweiler/German shepherd mix,

ity for about 70 dogs and 45 cats. Last year

makes regular visits to St. Jude Children's

the organization placed 1,150 dogs and

Research Hospital and Le Bonheur Chil

cats in homes and conducted 750 cruelty

dren's Medical Center. Therapy dogs must

investigations. The Society also operates a

complete obedience training and other test

mobile pet adoptiontrailer, stages adop

ing before they can be certified, she says.

tion fairs and sponsors programs like KPAW

'The/re tested against their reactions to

(Kids Promoting Animal Welfare).

strangers, crowds, petting, loud noises and

There are 21 full- and part-time staffers
bolstered by about 100 active volunteers.
Morgan helps train some of the dogs

medical equipment."
Pete led Morgan to one of her hobbies
- running marathons. So far she's com

adopted through the Humane Society.

pleted 13 marathons in 12 different states.

This ensures that the pets will behave well

"Pete had so much energy as a puppy that

enough to stay in their new homes. "It's an

when we walked he would walk forever,"

adjustment just to have an animal around,"

she says. "When he was about a year old it

Morgan says. "If they're chewing and biting
and jumping that bond will not be formed."

was all about the running."
Morgan had opened a pet-themed store

Morgan is one of the few Memphians

downtown called Pete's Treats ("A Snazzy

who has had a dog certified by the Delta

Gift Shop for Pets and Their People") just
before being offered the executive director's
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Dr. Henry Kurtz (left), dean of the College of Arts and Sciences, and President Shirley Raines were
on hand to honor award recipients Anita Vaughn (BA '77, MPA '82), Gene Cashman and
Dr. Robert E. Sweeney (MBA '82, MS '97).

and abused animals in," Morgan says.

Sweeney earned a bachelor's degree

In addition to being more centrally

from Binghamton University and four mas

From 1994-97 she was administra

Health Systems, a grant-making organiza

located within Shelby County, the new

ter's degrees, including an MBA and an MS

tor of managed health and wellness. In

tion formed after the 1995 merger of Le

Humane Society will have an on-site

in experimental psychology from the U of

1997 Vaughn became director of practice

Bonheur Children's Medical Center and

veterinary clinic. Now, there is a veterinary

M. He also received a doctorate in Ameri

management, which included planning and

Methodist Healthcare. He was a leading

technician on duty, but veterinary care has

can history from Carnegie Mellon University.

operations for 11 Baptist Minor Medical

force behind a $5 million grant from LHS

to be outsourced. "There will be more

Sweeney is an expert in the acquisition,

Centers and six physicians' practices. In

Inc. that created a partnership to develop

animal-friendly space," Morgan says. Two

management, evaluation and promotion of

1998 she was selected to lead the plan

educational programs for Methodist and Le

or three dogs will be grouped together in

agreements between health care organiza

ning and development team for the Baptist

Bonheur employees at the U of M.

"lifestyle rooms," giving them more of a

tions and physicians, and is the author of

real-life setting. Some kennels will open up

three books and numerous articles.

so the dogs can go outside. Visiting rooms

Vaughn (BA '77, MPA '82), a registered

Memorial Hospital for Women, and now
serves as its CEO and administrator.
Vaughn also has a strong clinical back

will give adoptive "parents" a chance to play

nurse, has been with Baptist Memorial

ground. She was promoted from clinical

with and get to know their future pets.

Health Care for more than 30 years. Dur

director for Baptist East and Baptist Medical

"People sometimes ask me what I do in

ing that time she has gained experience

Center to assistant vice president for Baptist

my non-dog life," Morgan laughs. "I don't

in most areas of health care, from the

East in 1992. She graduated from BMH

have a non-dog life."

patient's bedside to management. Vaughn

School of Nursing and earned two degrees

All of this might seem surprising for

The dinner was held in September at The
Racquet Club of Memphis.

has become a champion for improving

from the U of M: a BA degree in sociology

someone who never had her own dog

women's health and making health care

in 1977 and an MPA in 1982.

growing up. "And I'm allergic to fleas," she

accessible and convenient for women and

says. "But I've always had a way with ani

their families.

Cashman is president and CEO of the
Urban Child Institute, formerly Le Bonheur

Be sure to visit
The University of
Memphis Magazine
online at:
www.memphis.edu/
magazine

mals. They also seem to warm up to me."
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The M Club held its annual fall
banquet at the Holiday Inn at the
University of Memphis, inducting
former athletes into its Hall of
Fame and recognizing individuals
for their support of Tiger athletics.
Among those inducted and
honored were, seated, from left:
Tommy Buford, Tiger tennis coach
from 1966-99; Christina Ladyman
(BSEd '01), tennis; and Dr. Nick
White, the Ralph Hatley Silver M
Award. Standing, from left, are: Pete
Scatamacchia (BSEd '80), the Billy
J. Murphy Award; Tim Roop (BSEd
'91), golf; David Waldschmidt (BBA
'72), track and field; Bill Koeneman,
the Dr. C. C. Humphreys Golden
Tiger Award; Joe Proctor (BSEd
'71),basketball; and Mark Little,
baseball. Danny Pierce, football,
was inducted posthumously.
Photo by Gil Michael.

Fogelman College celebrates Alumni Day
The Fogelman College of Business &
Economics honored two individuals at its
Alumni Day in September. The chapter

for Buckeye Cellulose Corp., then a subsid
iary of Procter & Gamble Co.

He founded Prestige International Inc.,
a pharmaceutical marketing company in

Active in community service, Ross has

1991, and served as its president. In 1993

named Cathy D. Ross as its Outstanding

served on the boards of the Memphis Food

Alumna and Greg Pilant as Distinguished

Pilant was named CEO of Stanley Pharma

Bank, Women's Foundation of Greater

Friend of the College.

ceuticals Inc., a pharmaceutical developer

Memphis, Habitat for Humanity and Ameri

and manufacturer. While working for Stanley

Ross (MBA '82) is senior vice president

can Cancer Society. She was recognized

and Prestige he also served as CEO of

and chief financial officer for FedEx Express,

as Corporate Financial Manager of the Year

National Labs Inc., a wholly owned subsid

where she is responsible for worldwide

and received FedEx Five Star Awards in

iary of Stanley Pharmaceuticals.

financial affairs, including global strategic

1993, '96, '99 and '03. Black Enterprise

Pilant earned his bachelor's degree in

and financial planning, accounting, reporting

magazine listed her among the 75 Most

management information systems in 2002.

and financial sen/ices, as well as the FedEx

Powerful African-Americans in Corporate

Express technology program.
Ross earned her bachelor's degree in

America.
Pilant (BBA '02) founded and serves

The keynote speaker for the Alumni Day
luncheon was Charles Burkett, executive
vice president of First Horizon and First Ten

accounting from Christian Brothers Univer

as chief executive officer and director of

nessee Bank and president of First Tennes

sity and her MBA from then-Memphis State

Greystone Medical Group Inc, a biomedical

see Financial Services.

University. Before joining FedEx, she was

research and development company spe

an analyst at Kimberly-Clark Corp. Ross also

cializing in medical devices and pharmaceu

was an accountant and accounting manager

tical products.

Journalism Alumni Club
recognizes three
The U of M Journalism Alumni Club

Downing (BA '71) worked as an intern

has honored sportscaster Jan/is Greer and

for The Commercial Appeal in 1970

reporter Shirley Downing with its Charles E.

while a senior at the U of M. She began

Thornton Outstanding Alumni Award and

a full-time job there after graduating with

Dr. Al Westland with the Dr. Herbert Lee

majors in history and journalism. Downing

Williams Award.

has covered a wide range of beats for the

Greer (BA '79) is sports director for

newspaper, including general assignment,

WMC-TV Channel 5. In his 21 years with

features, police, special projects, courts,

the station, he has been a reporter, assign

social services, suburbs, City Hall and edu

ment editor, photographer, editor and

cation. She was an assistant city editor from

sports anchor. Greer received a Mid-South

1977-80 and edited many of The Commer

Regional Emmy and has been voted Best

cial Appeal's stories about the death of Elvis

Local Sportscaster numerous times by read

Presley. Downing was a Viewpoint colum

ers of The Memphis Flyer. Under his direc

nist from 1992-94 and for several years

tion, Channel 5 launched its popular "Friday

filled in as an editorial writer. She is married

Football Fever" segment, which features

to fellow reporter Jimmie Covington (BA

expanded high school gridiron highlights

'62). They have a son, Michael.

and guest cheerleaders. Greer, a football

Westland was a longtime fixture in the

letterman for the Tigers, is a member of

Journalism Department. He joined the U of

the M Club and served on the board of

M faculty in 1957 and taught for 28 years.

directors of the Mike Rose Soccer Complex.

Westland edited weekly newspapers in

He and his wife, Emily, have two children, JJ

Southeast Missouri, and after his retirement

and McKenzie.

from the U of M established an advertising

lira

agency specializing in the hospitality indus

Send your information to:
Alumni Center
The University of Memphis
Memphis, TN 38152
901/678-2586

try. He earned his bachelor's and master's

alumni@cc.memphis.edu

degrees from the University of Missouri and
a doctorate from the University of Missis

We now
accept gifts to
the U of M online at

memphis.edu/
MILkegifthtml

sippi. Westland is a member of Kappa Tau

For Class Notes,
send information to:

Alpha and the Public Relations Society of

gmaxey@memphis.edu

America.
The Thornton Award is named for a U
of M graduate and former reporter for The
Commercial Appeal and Memphis PressScimitar who died in 1985 while covering

The University of Memphis
Magazine online at:
www.memphis.edu/magazine

the war in Afghanistan for The Arizona
Republic. The Williams Award is named for
the first chair of the Journalism Department.
The honors were presented at a
banquet in October at The Racquet Club of
Memphis.
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Whether by
e-mail or
"snail mail/'
we want to
hear
from you!

Get the latest news
on campus events!
www.memphis.edu/enews

Chapters & Clubs
For more information on

Each year the chapter invites all

held at the Law School. Saturday

alumni events listed below,

alumni and current studentsto

Engineering

records. Also, if you would like

evening each class held its

contact the Alumni Association

to get involved in the initial

Birmingham

Jackson, Tenn.

attend a special alumni reception.

The chapter is accepting

own event. If you would like

planning phase, contact Josie

The club is hosting a pre-game

President Shirley Raines is

nominations for the Outstand

to be involved in theplanning

Helming at 901/818-4598.

party on March 2 before the

at alumnievents@memphis.

in the spring to watch Tger
basketball.

edu or call 901/678-2586 or

Band

coming to Jackson Jan. 24 for

Tampa/Orlando

ing Alumnus of the Year. If you

of reunions for the classes

800/678-8729. More infor

Tigers take on the UAB Blazers.

a recruitment event, and the

This year's Bandmasters

The club hosted a True Blue

know of an engineeringgradu

of 1971, 1976, 1981, 1986,

mation is available at www.

Half Century Club

Jackson Club is hosting a lunch

Championship competition was

If you would like to attend or

tailgate before the Tgers took

ate who has made significant

1991, 1996,2001 or 2006,

memphis.edu/alumnL

The Half Century Club hosted its

would like more information,

in her honor. If you would like

held in October at Liberty Bowl

on the University of Central

contributions in their field or

contact the Alumni Association

annual Homecoming reception

contact the Alumni Association

to attend the luncheon or the

Florida Golden Knights in Octo

Memorial Stadium. Winners

to the community, contact the

at alumnievents@memphis.edu

at the Alumni Center. More than

at alumnievents@memphis.edu

recruitment reception that

ber. More than 75 Tger Alumni

Alumni Association at alum-

The College of Arts and Sci

were Reserve Grand Champion,
Houston High School;Class

or 800/678-8729. On Nov. 7

75 golden graduates attended.

or 800/678-8729.

evening, contact the Alumni

and Friends came out for the

nievents@memphis.edu or by

ences is currently accepting

the chapter hosted the annual

AAAA Champion, Munford High

The club also coordinated a

Association at alumnievents@

pre-game festivities. On Dec. 3

phone at 800/678-8729 to

nominations for the Outstand

Judicial Reception at the home

School; Class AAA Champion,

50-Year Golden Reunion for

Boston (New England)

memphis.edu or 800/678-

the group reconvened to watch

make a nomination.

ing Alumni Award.If you know

of President Shirley Raines. This

Arkadelphia (Ark.) High School;

the classes of 1954 and 1955.

The Boston Alumni Club trav

8729.

the Memphis vs. Cincinnati

a graduate who has made a

reception honored the 2005

Class AA Champion, Parkview

Journalism

The classmates enjoyed brunch

eled to Providence for a pre-

significant contribution to the

graduates recently admitted to

High School of Little Rock; and

at President Raines' home, a

game party before the Dec. 10

Little Rock

The club hosted its Outstanding

community or to their field of

the bar, as well as members of

Tiger basketball game. If you are

The chapter had several

Class A Champion, Arlington

special tour of campus and a

Alumni Banquet at The Racquet

the Tennessee Supreme Court

living in or around Boston and

successful football related

High School.

visit to the Heritage Room. The

Club of Memphis in October.

and federal, state and local

club is also looking for members

would like to get involved in the

events this past fall. The crew

This year's honorees were Jarvis

judiciary members.

of the class of 1956 who would

club, please contact the Alumni

caravanned from Little Rock to

like to help plan their Golden

Association at alumnievents@

Memphis for the Homecoming

Reunion. If you are interested,

memphis.edu or 800/678-

game against East Carolina. The

contact the Alumni Association

8729.

group also met Nov. 1 to watch

Arts and Sciences

work, nominate them today.
For a nomination form, contact
alumnievents@memphis.edu

Business and
Economics

or 800/678-8729. The chapter

the Alumni Association at

Greer (BA '79), sports direc
tor at WMC-TV, Shirley Down

Nursing

The chapter's 13th Annual

was busy this fall with multiple

ing (BA '71), reporter forThe

The Loewenberg School of Nurs

Alumni Day Luncheon was held

receptions for alumni, including

Commercial Appeal, and Dr. Al

ing hosted a career fair for senior

on Sept 27 at the Holiday Inn

at alumnievents@memphis.edu

the ninth annual Awards Dinner

Westland, retired U of M journal

nursing students in December.

on the University of Memphis

or 800/678-8729.

ism professor.

held at The Racquet Club of

Health-care recruiters met with

campus with more than 550

Memphis. This year's honors

guests attending. Profits from

Law

went to Dr. Robert E. Sweeney

the luncheon were donated to

(MBA '82, MS '97),president

game at Champions Sports Bar

the Tgers play UAB. The Little

in Tampa.

Basketball
Pre-Game
Parties at
Pat O'Brien's!

Chicago

Rock Club will be getting back

The club got together at Playoffs

together in the spring to cheer

nursing students while graduat

Young Alumni

Sports Bar and Grill in Decem

on the Tgers duringbasketball

ing seniors presentedtheir final

The newly formed Young

ber to watch the Memphis

season.

The chapter kicked off the

projects. The Nursing Alumni

the chapter's scholarship fund.

Alumni Group hosted three

Tgers take on the Cincinnati

year with their second annual

and CEO of Challenger Corpora

Board recognized two graduates

Cathy D. Ross (MBA '82), senior

football watch parties at

Bearcats.

Celebration of the Law Din

tion; Anita Vaughn (BA '77,

for their outstanding senior proj

vice president and CFO of FedEx

Newb/s Bar & Grill on the High

ner in August. Professor Daniel

ects at their pinningceremony.

Express, was honored as the

land strip. There they enjoyed

Dallas

of your True Blue Tger Fam

before every home basket

MPA '82), CEO and adminis

E. Wanat was honored with

The chapter also hosted a Study

Outstanding Alumna.Greg Pilant

Club members got together

ily the last Thursday of every

the 2005 Excellence in Legal

blue-themed beverages while

ball game at Pat O'Brien's

trator of the Baptist Memorial
Hospital for Women; and Gene

Room for seniors in December.

(BBA '02), CEO and director of

watching the Tigers on the 20-

this fall at the Stadium Cafe in

month at 6 p.m. at Cork/s, 100

Education Award. Law student

Cashman, presidentand CEO

Members provided refreshments

Greystone Medical Group, was

Addison to watch the Tgers take

Franklin Road in Brentwood.

Rachael Hutchings received

foot TV screen.

of the Urban Child Institute. The

along with a few chocolate treats

the Distinguished Friend of the

a Law Alumni Scholarship

chapter also hosted a Back to

to keep thestudents going as

College. Charles Burkett (BBA

Atlanta

club will be reconvening in the

Nashville Law

Award.U.S. Rep. Harold Ford

School night for history alums

they began their final exams.

'73), president of FirstTennes

The Atlanta Alumni Club met

spring to enjoy some basketball

The newly formed Nashville Law

Jr. was the keynote speaker.

card to your server and

and then reconvened for a

see Financial Services, was this

games together.

receive 10 percent off

reception along theHomecom
ing parade route.

Theatre and Dance

Club held a reception at the firm

The dinner drew approximately

at Barnacles for every televised

year's keynote speaker.

320 people. The chapter also

The club is kicking off its first

coordinated reunions for the

fan, friend or graduate livingin

Houston

Davis in November to honor

year and needs your help. One

the Atlanta area, join the club at

The club hosted a tailgate

the 2005 Law graduates living

Education

Nashville
Meet and greet with members

of Waller Lansden Dortch and

AUSP

weekend of Nov. 4-5. Friday

of its goals is to update contact

In December the chapter held

evening all of the classesgot

Barnacles for all televised bas

before the Tgers played the

in Nashville who passed the bar

The 36th annual Mid-South

information for each theatre

a wine and cheese reception to

together at the home of Leslie

ketball games. You can also join

University of Houston Cougars

exam. John Barringer (JD '65)

Conference on Communicative

and dance alum. Logonto the

give alumni and friends of the

Ballin (JD '77) for a reception.

our e-mail list and receive regular

in October. The club will be

also was honored for 40 years

Disorders will be held Feb. 27-

Alumni and Friends Seff Service

college a chance to reconnect

Saturday morning a three-hour

invitations to Atlanta events. Just

hosting another pre-game party

of service in the field of law.

28 at the East Memphis Hilton.

and hear what is going on.

at www.memphis.edu/

CLE course and breakfast was

contact the Alumni Association at

Feb. 4 before the Tgers take on

alumniweb to update your

alumnievents@memphis.edu or

Rice.

800/678-8729.
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Alumni Association will be
hosting True Blue parties

on Beale. Pre-game fun
begins two hours before
tip-off. Show your Alumni

on Houston and Marshall. The

Tiger event this fall. If you area

The University of Memphis

Association membership

your total bill.

St. Louis
The club is getting together
33

1950

1968

1974

John Pitts (BS), partner in

Tommie Pardue (BSEd,

George E. Rowand (JD) pub

Lipscomb & Pitts Independent

MM '71) was honored by the

lished his first book, Diary of a

Insurance Agency, was inducted

Germantown Arts Alliance as

Dream, My Journey in Thor

into the Robert E. Musto

a bronze medalist at its gala

oughbred Racing. The book

Tennessee Insurance Hall of

in November. A special events

chronicles the highs and lows

Fame headquartered at Middle

consultant and arts advocate,

of Rowand's 17-year career in

Tennessee State University. He

Pardue is a former music

thoroughbred racing.

and Mat Lipscomb Jr. founded

instructional supervisor for

the agency in 1954. Pitts was

Memphis City Schools.

Jerry Stauffer (JD) was
elected president and COO of

named Insurer of the Year in
1979 and 1980.

the board of directors of Baker,

Jack W. Parker (BBA, MBA
'81) is associate vice president,

1952

wealth adviser, at Morgan

Frank Glankler (JD), of

Stanley.

the Glankler Brown law firm,

Judge Kay Spalding Robilio

Donelson, Bearman, Caldwell &
Berkowitz.

Judge Kay Spalding Robilio
(BA, JD '81) is president of

1976

was selected as one of the

1969

the Memphis Association for

Mark W. Askew (BSCE),

Best Lawyers in America for

Dick Byrd (BS) started his

Women Attorneys. Her focus

president of Askew Hargraves

Commercial Litigation by a

own video production com

is on defining and defend

Harcourt & Associates, was

special report featured in the

pany, Dick Byrd Productions.

ing against emotional abuse.

appointed national director of

magazines Corporate Counsel

He and his wife, Sandi, live

Robilio received a Jefferson

the American Council of Engi

and The American Lawyer. He

in Forest, Va. Byrd produces

Award last year for her work in

neering Companies (ACEC) of

concentrates his practice in the

material for television, cable

this area.

Tennessee.

areas of business and corpo
rate law and criminal and civil
litigation.

and the Internet, and provides

1963
Margaret Gordon Taylor

digital history tapings for fami

Judge Tim J. Dwyer (BA,

lies, churches, companies and

JD '88) of the Shelby County

organizations. He also is a staff
member of Friends of the Blue
Ridge Parkway.

General Sessions Court
received the annual Lifesaver
Award from the Governor's
Highway Safety Office. He was

(BSEd, MA '66), retired
Memphis City Schools teacher,

1973

recognized for his contribu

was inducted into the Shelby

Walter F. Plumlee Jr. (BBA)

tions toward highway safety in

County Schools Alumni Hall of

joined the commercial lending

Tennessee. Among his efforts

Fame.

division of First State Bank.

was the creation of the Shelby
County Drug and DUI Treat
ment Court.

Homecoming returned to the U of M campus in October. The
Half Century Club held a Friday evening reception honoring
the class ofJ955 at theAjumni Center. Graduates of 50 years
or more were special guests at the event. Also on Friday night,
the University hosted a Homecoming parade around the cam
pus. Participants included U of M President Shirley Raines, the
Mighty Sound of the South marching band, mascot Pouncer,
spirit squads and U of M athletes. A pep rally with coach
Tommy West followed on the lawn of the Fogelman College of
Business & Economics. The Tigers capped the weekend with a
27-24 win over Conference USA rival East Carolina.
Photos by Michael Spikes.

Congratulations to
Tommy West and the
2005 U of M football
team for the Tigers'
appearance in the
Motor City Bowl!
WINTER 2006

C. Barry Ward
Diana Threadgill (BFA) is
C. Barry Ward (JD), of the

West Tennessee protection

Glankler Brown law firm, was

director for the Tennessee Parks

selected as one of the Best

and Greenways Foundation.

Lawyers in America for Com
mercial Litigation by a special

1977

report featured in Corporate

Jim Baker (BS) purchased

Counsel and The American

the outstanding limited partner

Lawyer magazines. He concen

interests in Owen Brennan's

trates his practice in the areas

Fine Creole & Cajun Cooking

of business litigation, business

after 13 years as managing

transactions, licensing, intellec

general partner. The 450-seat

tual property and construction
contracts.

restaurant specializes in original
New Orleans-style dishes.
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Michael J. Fredi (BA) joined

tion in a group of black women

David Sabatini (MS) is the

volunteers and donor relations.

caring for a family member

1989

1992

First Tennessee Bank as vice

David Ross Boyd professor and

Cheryl D. Parks Ajamu (BBA)

Wendi Billings Allan (BA)

He had been director of the

president-investment officer.

receiving chronic dialysis

Sun Oil Company chair of the

was appointed advertising

and Roger Allan (MS '00)

American Diabetes Association

School of Civil Engineering and

sales manager for Trump World

announce the birth of Lynton

of the Mid-South.

Environmental Science at the

magazine's Michigan office.

Kade Allan on Aug. 24.

Joseph H. Hauser (BBA, MBA

Keith Carver (BA) and

is a cardiac nurse clinician at

1984

therapy.
Michael Kyle (BSEd, MEd
'88) was named principal of

1980

Ridgeway High School, where

Glenn Cheatham (BSCE) is

he served as a teacher and

staff heavy bridge maintenance

Julian Savage (BSCE) is chief

'91) was named vice president

Hollianne Holmes Carver

Emory University Hospital in

coach from 1985-94. He

engineer for the Arkansas

siting engineer for the Missile

for student services at South

(BSEd '95) are the parents of

Atlanta and an adjunct clini

returned to Ridgeway after

Highway and Transportation

Defense Agency. His respon

Britton Shaw Carver, born July

cal faculty member at Emory

11 years at Wooddale Middle

ern College of Optometry.

Department. He has worked for

sibilities include finding areas

He has been with SCO since

8. Britton has two older siblings,

University. She earned her MSN

School. Kyle was twice named

AHTD for 25 years.

in the world for radars, missile

1991, most recently as dean of

Carson Elizabeth and Jack

from Emory and received dual

interceptors, communications

students.

Thomas.

certification as an advanced

Deborah Williams (BSN)

University of Oklahoma.

Tennessee Principal of the

Dan Vowell

Year, in 2000 by the Tennes

Dwight Fryer (BBA) will

see Department of Education

publish his first novel, The

Dan Vowell (BSET, MS '86)

and in 2003 by the Tennessee
Association of Middle Schools.

Legend of Quito Road, in

was promoted by Hewlett-

June. The book tells the story

Packard to senior technical

practice nurse and adult nurse

and telemetry.

1990

Houston Daugherty (BSCE)

1987

George Karalus Jr. (BSCE)

is the town engineer for

Mitzi Thornton Keithly

practitioner.

Mitzi Thornton Keithly (MS)

Robert Jamison (BSEE) was

has been the corporate envi

Collierville. He served as the

1994

of a 13-year-old boy whose

consultant for the FedEx Global

named deputy administrator

Account Team in Memphis.

ronmental engineer for Brenco

American Society of Civil Engi

religious father teaches him to

lives in Cumming, Ga., with her

John Dillon (BSME) was

Charles Ledsinger Jr. (MBA)

of the Transportation Security

He is certified in the HP-UX

Inc. and its subsidiaries for the

neers West Tennessee Branch

make illegal whiskey in 1932

husband, Bob, and their two

honored at the Space Alliance

joined the board of directors of

Tennessee. Fryer is manager

children, Allison and John. She

Administration, a division of

vice president in 2000-01 and

operating system and is a high

past eight years.

Technology Outreach Program's

Darden Restaurants Inc. He is

of international marketing for

the Department of Homeland

president in 2001-02. Daugh

alliance partner appreciation

president and CEO of Choice

is a sales representative with

availability solutions specialist.

FedEx Corp.•

Liberty Mutual.

Security. Created in response to

Mark Wheeler (BA) was

erty also was the Memphis

event. SATOP is a NASA-funded

Hotels International, a hotel

the terrorist attacks of Sept. 11,

promoted to the rank of com

Joint Engineers Council 2003

initiative that allows technical

Featured Engineer (Civil).

experts within the U.S. space

franchising company in Silver

1981
Van Hale (BSCE) is a project

Julie Yancey (BBA) is human

2001, the TSA's mission is to

mander by the Navy. He is

Gary F. Antrican (JD) was

engineer with Hoffman-Prieur

resources director for Butler,

ensure the safety of the nation's

assigned to the Office of the

the Tennessee District Public

the Pentagon.

to branch manager for the Bank

Ark.

Cannada. She previously was

ates Inc., received the award for

named division head for state

Defenders Conference. He is

director of recruiting, training

transportation systems. Jamison
previously served as deputy
administrator of the Federal

Chief of Naval Operations at

Jeff Miller (BA) was promoted

& Associates Inc. in Van Buren,

Snow, O'Mara, Stevens &

nesses. Dillon, of AJT & Associ

David Mayo (BSCE) was

elected 2005-06 president of

of Tipton. He had been an

the Greatest Diversity of Solu

public defender for the 25th

and support for FedEx Corpo

Transit Administration.«

1991

assistant vice president.

tions for providing assistance

rate Services.

Springs, Md.

aid projects for the Arkansas
Highway and Transportation

Carolyn M. Hooker (BBA)

Department. The division is

Judicial District, which includes

was awarded the Graduate

responsible for the design of

Fayette, Hardeman, Lauderdale,

Realtors Institute designation

county roads in Arkansas.•

McNairy and Tipton counties.

by the Tennessee Association
of Realtors. She is an affiliate

1978

broker with Crye-Leike Realtors.

Robert W. Frazee (BA) joined
assistant vice president
Mona Newsome Wicks
(ASN, BSN '81) was promoted
to professor and named direc
tor of the Office of Research
and Grant Support for the
College of Nursing at the
University of Tennessee Health
Science Center. She received
a $219,000 grant from the
National Institute of Nursing
Research to test the effective
ness of support group interven
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ranging from improving medical

Randall Gentry (BSCE, MS

1988

'96, PhD '98) is an assistant

1985

David M. Jensen (JD) is lead

professor in the Department

Lt. Col. Benjamin P. "Pat"

counsel for the environmental

of Civil and Environmental

Hobday (BSME) is director

management department at

Engineering at the University of

of operations for the 31st Test

FedEx Corp.

Tennessee. He is also the direc

and Evaluation Squadron at

Delta Asset Management as

program to help small busi

devices to solving mildew chal
lenges.
Ian Engstrom (BSCE) is a
structural engineer for Parsons
Corp. He and his wife, Anne,

tor of the Southeastern Water

Edwards Air Force Base, Calif.

Jackie Rowles (MBA), a certi

Resources Institute, where his

Hobday is a B-l instructor

fied registered nurse anesthe

research is focused on the

weapon systems officer with

tist received the Alice Magaw

evaluation of groundwater

more than 3,000 flight hours

Outstanding Clinical Practitioner

hydrologic interfaces.

and 20 years of active duty

Award from the American

service in the Air Force.

Association of Nurse Anesthe

Alex Rosenberg (BSCE) is

tists. She provides diagnostic

president of AGR Engineering

Dana Holland-Beickert (BA)

and pain management services

Inc. in Louisville, Ky. He and

established an independent art

at Indianapolis Neurosurgery

his wife, Allison, have three chil

appraisal business in Memphis

Group's Comprehensive Pain
Management Center.

dren: Lora, Emma and Noah.

have three children: Peter,
Benjamin, and Eleanor "Kate."
Len Frey (PhD) was appointed
dean of the College of Business
at Arkansas State University.
David Stephens

Frank Holloman (BBA, MBA
'96) is manager of internal

David Stephens (BA) was

audit at FedEx Corp. and

appointed director of com

recently earned the Certified

status by the International

munity relations for The Food

Fraud Examiner designation. •

Society of Appraisers with a

Bank, where his responsibilities

specialty in fine art

include management of special

and was awarded accredited

I *t Alumni Association MemberJ
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events, communications,
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mm
Bob Land (BSET), senior proj

Timothy Mays (BSCE)

ect manager for Askew Nixon

received a PhD in civil engi

Ferguson Architects, passed

neering from Virginia Tech in

Educational Technology in the
21st Century: The Case of Asia
Pacific Region. She was also

the qualifying exams to receive

2000. He is assistant professor

awarded promotion to profes

& Land Insurance Inc., was

his Tennessee Architectural

in the Department of Civil and

sor, effective last August.

named one of Memphis

License.

Environmental Engineering at

1999

•

Tracy Quick Bradford (BBA,
MBA '01), a broker with Clay

Business Journal's "Top 40

2004

areas of business transactions,

Austin Baker (BBA) is part

real estate, secured lending and

owner and manager of Owen

general business law.

Brennan's Fine Creole & Cajun
Cooking, where he is focusing
on marketing development.

The Citadel, where his research

Marlinee Iverson (JD) is

John J. O'Carroll (EMBA) was

and professional activity area is

an assistant district attorney

appointed president of Cargill

structural engineering.

assigned to Shelby County

Sherry Yelvington (BBA, MBA

assistant district attorney

General Sessions Criminal

'04) was named vice president

assigned to General Sessions

Court as a prosecutor.

for finance and administration

Criminal Court.

Value Added Meats in Wichita,
Kan. •

Kandi Home Waller (BSCE,

Under 40." *
Brooks Irvine (HD) is an

MS '98) has worked for the

at Memphis College of Art.

Jennifer Redden (BSCE, MS

U.S. Army Corps of Engineers

'96) has worked with the U.S.

for six years. She and her hus

Army Corps of Engineers in

band, Kevin Waller, have two

Clay Hogan (MBA), a financial

Memphis for more than six

Stephanie Calvert (BA, JD

sons: Bryce and Garrett.

adviser at Raymond James

'04) opened a law practice in

1998

Clay Hogan

years. She is the district GIS
coordinator.

Financial Services, earned the
Rachel Hotze Wright (JF)

Sky M. Burks

2000

(CFA) designation.

sciences from the University

property and casualty insurance
agent with Lipscomb & Pitts

Yvonne Lentz (MS) earned

Graves & Parker, where she
concentrates her practice in

appointed executive director of

bankruptcy and general and

Moskalenko (BFA), execu

the International Federation of

commercial litigation. *

of Colorado Health Sciences

tive director of the German-

Center. After defending her dis

town Performing Arts Center,

sertation, she accepted a posi

(IFOAM) based in Bonn, Ger
many. She is the first woman to

1997
Kevin J. Havens (BA) joined

lead the organization since its

the Bradley Law Firm, where

founding 33 years ago. Caudle

he focuses his practice in real

has been active in U.S. and

estate law.

received the Deyo Award for

tion as an associate scientist in

service to the community.
Tim Tummins (BSEd) was

the Late Stage Pharmaceutical
and Device Department at
Genentech Inc. in South San

promoted to vice president of

Francisco.

Ashley Bampfield
Ashley Bampfield (BBA, MBA

international movements to

'01) joined Katcher Vaughn

health and fitness for YMCA of

increase the scope and accep

& Bailey Public Relations as a

Memphis & the Mid-South. He

Michael R. McCusker (JD)

tance of organic agriculture.

senior account executive. She

continues to serve as Fogelman

was called to active duty with

Harvey, Johnson & Mitchell as
an associate attorney. He previ

joined the Glankler Brown

ously was a law clerk for Judge

law firm as an associate. He

Alan Glenn on the Tennessee

concentrates his practice in the

Insurance and has two industry

Court of Criminal Appeals. Wig

areas of commercial and resi

designations: CISR (Certified

gins is married to Andrea Pat

dential real estate transactions

Insurance Services Represen

terson-Wiggins (MA '94), a

and secured lending.

tative) and AIS (Associate in

speech pathologist at the Mem

Insurance Services).

phis Jewish Home. They have a

Angela A. Lassiter (JD) is an

daughter, Kate Wiggins.

associate attorney with Husch &

2005

Tennessee Bank.

Bret Bilbrey (BA) is a promo
tions assistant for WKNO.

had been marketing manager

YMCA executive director and as

Lt. Cmdr. Dave Snee (BSET)

the Army and is serving as a

at Le Bonheur Children's Medi

a YMCA district executive.

combat adviser to the 209th

Mia Heaston (BA) earned an

cal Center.
Lt. j.g. Richard D. Haley

Eppenberger.

Scott Scherer (BBA) is an
investment officer with First

and his wife, Stacey, are living
ing as combat systems offer

Hunter Humphreys Jr.

law firm of Thomason, Hendrix,
Hunter Humphreys Jr. (JD)

2002

in Hawaii where he is serv

nator for Thompson & Co.

her PhD in pharmaceutical

1995

Organic Agriculture Movements

relations senior account coordi

self-published author of The
Kyle Wiggins (JD) joined the

Memphis.

Angela B. Caudle (BA) was

Tania Castroverde

Katie Wassmer (BA) is public

Shackin' Attraction - 5 Com
mon Excuses to Cohabitate
and 5 Adamant Reasons
Not To. She also is a licensed

Chartered Financial Analyst

joined the law firm of Myers

Sky M. Burks (BA) is the

Aaron J. Nash (JD) is an
associate attorney with Husch &
Eppenberger.
Randy Rudder (MFA) pub

Infantry Corps of the Afghan

MBA from Dowling College in

Wendy N. Villafana (BBA,

National Army in Deh Dadi,

Long Island, N.Y. After gradu

MBA '00, JD '05) is an attorney

Afghanistan. He was promoted

ation she was promoted to

Writing on Country and Bluegrass, a collection of articles

lished Music City Reader: Great

aboard the guided missile

(BA), a naval aviator stationed

destroyer USS O'Kane. He took

with the Hill Boren law firm,

to the rank of major in October.

corporate sales specialist with

in Norfolk, Va., was deployed

where she assists with immigra

McCusker expects to return to

IBM. Heaston has relocated to

from music and general interest

part in a seven-month deploy

to support victims of Hurricane

tion law for personal injury and

his position as assistant district

Chicago where she works with

publications.

ment to the Persian Gulf in

Katrina. He and his crewflew

support of the global war on

workers' compensation clients.

attorney in Memphis after his

mid-market accounts in the

more than 100 hours and deliv

She also serves as an auxiliary

deployment.

downtown area and helps IT

Charles M. Stapleton (MA)

terrorism.

ered food and water to victims

probation officer for juvenile
courts in Shelby County.

directors and executives inte

received a $15,000 Morris

2001

grate their information technol

Fellowship for doctoral study

and rescued those in danger.

1996

Haley's wife, Jaime, gave birth

Nicole Baskin (BBA) was

Joseph Jolie (BSCE) is a

Yukiko Inoue (PhD), associ

to their first child, William Gray

project engineer with Heartland

ate professor of educational

promoted to technical analyst

son Haley, Oct 12, 2004.

Engineering Inc. of Brookfield,

research in the College of

in Information Technology at

Ws.

Professional Studies at the

FedEx Corp.

University of Guam, coauthored the book Teaching with

# Alumni Association Member
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at Southern Illinois University

ogy infrastructure and provides
them with business solutions.

R. Mathew Brinner

2003

R. Mathew Brinner (JD)

Linea Wyatt (BAA, MBA '05)

joined the Glankler Brown

is volunteer coordinator for the

law firm as an associate. He

Ronald McDonald House.

concentrates his practice in the

Carbondale. He will enroll in
SlUC's Department of
Philosophy.
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Membership Matters
The University of Memphis Alumni Association expresses sympathy to the families and friends of the following individuals:

ALUMNI
(Listed alphabetically by graduation date)

1920s-30s
Elma Rogers Schwaiger '35, '71, Sept. '05

1940S-50S
John E. "Bud" O'Cuinn '47, Aug. '05
John Prescott McGoldrick '50, Sept. '05
William G. Burnett '53, Nov. '05
Kenneth E. Scoggins '55, Nov. '03
Charles Postal Brown '56, '59, Oct.'05

Dr. Jane Milner Caldwell '68, '78, Sept. '05

2000S

Earl L. Shea '68, Sept. '05

Preston Giles Simpson '00, Oct. '05

Howard Franklin Vaughan '68, '70, Oct. '05
Mary Browning Chenoweth '70, Oct. '05

John E. "Jackie" Bledsoe, Sept '05

Dr. Bernard P. Floriani '71, '75, Sept. '05

Alice Pilkington Jones Cody, Oct. '05

Sylvester R, Mallett '71, Aug. '05

Dr. James C. Hodgetts, Sept. 05

Bobby Shoemaker Sorrells '71, Oct. '05
James M. Futrell '72, Sept '05
Jack Forrest Marlow '75, Oct. '05
Susan Thompson Parnell '76, Oct. '05
Amy Jo S. Button '79, Feb. '04

Bereniece Wardlow Gordon '58, '71, Sept. '05

Rose K. Patterson '79, '82,Oct. '05

1960S-70S

1980S-90S

Jean Godwin Cashion '62, Sept. '05

Olivere R. George '83, Oct. '05

Clyde R. Smith Jr. '62, '74, Sept. '05

Nathaniel Robinson Jr. '84, Sept. '05

Kay C. Alexander '63, Oct. '05

Beatrice A. Bennett '85, Aug. '05

H. Patrick Heffernan '63, Oct. '05
Richard T. Smith '64, Oct '05
James W. Dickson '66, '71, Aug. '05
S. Jeffery Koch '67, Aug. '05

FACULTY/STAFF

Recie Springfield '70, Aug. '05

Charles R. Spindler, Oct. '05
Dr. James Ashford Wallace, Sept. '05
Dr. Arthur L. Yehle, Oct. '05

FRIENDS
Loyce A. Loeffel, Oct. '05
Mary Elizabeth Williams, Oct. '05

Andrew W. McGarrity
(BA '03)

Alumni Association Member
Student Government Association
President 2003
Student Ambassador Board
Executive Vice President, 2003
University of Memphis
Alumni Association Scholarship Recipient
University of Memphis
Emerging Leaders Scholarship Recipient
Finalist for Mr. University of Memphis, 2003
Named "Eye of the Tiger" for
Outstanding Leadership at
the University of Memphis, 2003

Jerry Albert Riepe '88, Sept. '05
Eugene R. Jakubczak '91, Sept. '05
Terry S. Albinger '95, Nov. '05

University of Memphis College Republicans
Chapter President, 2000-2003

Audfrey Angelo Robertson '99, Sept. '05

White House Intern in the
Office of Political Affairs, 2003
Tennessee Young Republican Federation
Liaison to the Shelby County
Young Republicans, 2003

Alumni Association
National Executive Board of Directors: John T. Lawrence (BS '70), President; Mark Long (BSEE '85), Vice President for Member
ship; Rob Evans (MBA '97), Vice President for Programs and Events; Rick Boats (BA '72), Vice President for Communication; Martin
Zummach (BA '85, JD '93), Vice President for Finances; Dawn Graeter (BBA '86), Past President; Bob Appling (BS '52); Mike Lyons
(BBA '75); Len Walker (BBA '88); Tim Dwyer (BA '76, JD '80); John Koski (BA '88); Robert Wright (BS '77); Jon McGlothian (EMBA
'97); Judy McCown (BS '67); Elliot Perry (BBA '91); Renee DeGutis (BS '83); Mike Neal (BBA '96, MA '98); Mary McCollum (BS '94,
MA '96, EDS '97); National Executive Advisory Group Chairs: Barbara Mayo - Chair, Parent Association; J.R. Kamra (BBA '01) - Chair,
Young Alumni Council Committee
Club and Chapter Presidents: Arts & Sciences: Melinda Hulsey Edwards (BSD '74, MPA '75); AUSP: Jeryl Nickey (BA '71, MA '73,
EdD '97); Band: Tonia Stinson (BM '00, MMU '02); Business & Economics: Kim Barnett (Ba '95, MBA '99); Engineering: Mike Slattery
(BSME '89); Health Administration: Steven Coplon (MHA '98); Journalism: Paul Jewell (BA '78); Law: The Honorable Diane Vescovo
(JD '80); Nursing: Jessica Edwards (BSN '02); Student Ambassador Board: Britney Lee; Theatre and Dance: Josie Helming (BFA '67);
University College: Jerry Hearn (BPS '00); Nashville Law: Greg Pease (JD '04)
Out of Town Presidents: Atlanta: Fariss Adams (BBA '00); Birmingham: To Be Determined; New England/Boston: Bob Canfield
(BBA '59); Charlotte: John R. Bradford, III (EMBA '00); Chicago: Jeniene Wiseman (BSM '03); Dallas: Regina Burns (MA '95);
Houston: Robert Stephens (BEE '90); Jackson, Tenn.: Jim Murdaugh ('70);Little Rock: Dick Torti (BBA '68, MBA '75); Nashville: Mike
Dodd (JD '01); New Orleans/Baton Rouge: Steven McCullar (BBA '97); New York/New Jersey: To Be Determined; St. Louis: Tim Loyd
(BLS '05); Tampa: Bob Riggins (BBA '70, MS '80); Washington, D.C.: Kate Sicola (BA '00);Half Century Club: J.B. "Pappy" Latimer
(BS '52)
Alumni Staff: Executive Director of the U of M Alumni Association and Director of Alumni and Constituent Programs: Tammy
Hedges; Alumni Coordinators: Leah Prost and Emily Jones (BA '98)

Assistant to the National Coalitions Director
for the Bush-Cheney Campaign, 2004

I am a new true blue alumnus. As a former student on the
University of Memphis campus, I was given opportunities that
have served me well the last several years. I want to thank the
University for all it has given me. To show my appreciation, I give
back through membership in the University of Memphis Alumni
Association.
Strengthening my alma mater for the next generation of students
and leaders is important to me. To ensure the University gets
better with age, join the Alumni Association today! I did, and I feel
good knowing I am helping to fund 12 Alumni scholarships and
12 club and chapter scholarships for students. You may join by
calling 901/678-ALUM or online at www.memphis.edu/alumni.

THE UNIVERSITY OF MEMPHIS

ALUMNI.
A S S O C I A T I O N

Alumni Administrative Staff: Gwen Cook, Tonya Gray, Hannah Newsom and Diana Thompson
Graduate Assistant: Brennan Berg (BA '05)

Advancing, connecting and engaging the University of Memphis family.
901/678-ALUM www.memphis.edu/alumni
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